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Summary

Summary

The current market requires shorter production runs, a reduction in throughput time, and higher
product quality. "First time right" product creation approaches as "Integration of Design and
Manufacturing" (IDM) are developed to satisfy these requirements. IDM provides means to
define the part geometry of a product model directly in terms of features; these features link
knowledge about manufacturing restrictions into the design phase of the product. An 10M-feature
is called "Manufacturable Object" (MO). This solid object is associated with design rules that
ensure that it can be manufactured. MOs are subtracted from the product model, but only one
MO can be subtracted at the same point of time. This is found to be too restrictive. Extra IDM
functionality is desired that allows to combine MOs before subtracting them from the product
model. Such combinations are called Composed Manufacturable Objects (CMOs). When com
bining several MOs to one CMO, the CMO's manufacturability cannot be guaranteed. This study
aims at finding rules for creating and using CMOs. The results in this report show that syntax and
semantic rules can be found. The first rule type concerns the definition of correct CMOs with
solid objects and set operators. The latter rule type concerns the CMO's manufacturability and the
repairing of a CMO in case it is not manufacturable. Both rule types should be regarded as
"advising" rules instead of rules, that prescribe how certain design actions have to be performed
by the designer. When using syntax and semantic rules, a designer must have knowledge about set
theory and milling processes. It is desirable to formalize these rules in the 10M system to auto
mate the verification of CMOs. The formalization of syntax rules can be performed easily because
they are rather objective. Semantic rules are rather subjective and therefore more difficult to
formalize.

The study results show that the CMOs -compared to MOs- offer the designer an increase
in possibilities to express his design ideas. Unfortunately the creation of a CMO can be a tedious
task. During the CMO's creation a designer has to translate ideas about the product into CMO in
formation. The CMO refers to a solid object that has to be removed from a base stock model in
order to create the final product model. The definition of a CMO may be difficult, because it is
not always easily to see what information has to be defined. Problems as these can be solved by
offering the designer facilities to define the CMO information more easily. Such facilities have in
common that they show more directly how the CMO information is related to the form of the
desired product model. Examples of them are "temporary applications" and "formalized sketches".

A CMO may be regarded as a reflection of the function a designer wants to be performed.
The same CMO may be used more than once, because the same function can be used more than
once. CMOs can therefore be stored in libraries and be re-used later. Furthermore, the CMO can
be used to analyze certain relations between tolerances, form, and surface quality. For this
purpose the CMO's parameters are changed in a structured way. The affects of these changes
concerning the product model are analyzed. In this way a designer can search for the parameters
that result in a satisfactory product model.

More research is necessary concerning CMOs. In this report mainly high level aspects of
manufacturability have been investigated. Especially the creation of 3D CMOs needs to be investi
gated in more detail. Furthermore, CMOs may be regarded as the design and process planning
counterpart of milling operations. The concept of CMOs may also be useful to model other
process operations as well. Examples of other operations are assembly and deforming operations.
Finally, no economic aspects have been regarded is this study, but investigating them may be very
useful.
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Samenvatting

Samenvatting

Oe huidige markt vraagt om kleine produktseries, lage doorlooptijden en hoge produktkwaliteit.
De op "first time right" gebaseerde produktiewijzen krijgen steeds meer belangstelling, omdat de
conventionele produktiewijzen niet meer kunnen voldoen aan de markteisen. Oit heeft geleid tot
een behoefte om een vergaande integratie van de ontwerp- en fabricagefase van een produkt te
realiseren. In het "Integration of Design and Manufacturing"-systeem (10M) is zo'n integratie
gerealiseerd: de produkten worden zodanig ontworpen dat al tijdens de ontwerpfase rekening
wordt gehouden met fabricagebeperkingen. De daarbij gehanteerde ontwerpmethode maakt
gebruik van de begintoestand van een produktmodel gecombineerd met de operaties die nodig zijn
om de eindtoestand van het produktmodel te realiseren. Deze operaties bestaan uit het toevoegen
van "Manufacturable Objects" (MO's) aan dit model. Een MO is een in principe fabriceerbaar
object, dat de ontwerp-werkvoorbereidings tegenhanger vormt van de toepassing van een of meer
(verspanings-)gereedschappen, machines en opspanningen op uitgangsmateriaal. Een kenmerk van
IDM is dat slechts een MO per keer kan worden toegevoegd aan het produktmodel. Er is
behoefte ontstaan om eerst MO's te combineren alvorens ze toe te voegen aan dit model. Een
combinatie van MO's wordt "Composed Manufacturable Object" (CMO) genoemd. Het
samenvoegen van meerdere MO's hoeft niet altijd te leiden tot een maakbaar CMO. Dit rapport
heeft als doel het inzicht te verruimen met betrekking tot het creeren en gebruiken van CMOs. Er
worden voornamelijk globale aspecten van maakbaarheid beschouwd. Gedetailleerde aspecten
met betrekking tot bijvoorbeeld de analyse van gereedschapsbanen blijven buiten beschouwing.
Dit geldt overigens ook voor aspecten met betrekking tot proces-optimalisatie en -kosten. Dit
betekent dat IDM concepten zoals het genereren van het Micro Process Plan van CMO's en het
atbeelden van de Ontwerpboom op de Fabricageboom niet worden beschouwd.

CMO's zijn onderzocht op aspecten met betrekking tot de verzamelingenleer en de
technologie. Vit de onderzoeksresultaten kunnen syntax- en semantiek-regels worden afgeleid. De
syntax-regels hebben betrekking op de correctheid van de gedefinieerde CMO-informatie, zoals
vorm- en tolerantie-informatie. De semantiek-regels zijn bedoeld voor het toetsen van de maak
baarheid van een CMO. Daarbij is onderscheid gemaakt tussen compositie- en appIicatie
maakbaarheid. Het eerste type maakbaarheid heeft betrekking op het resultaat van de compositie
stap waarin het CMO wordt samengesteld; applicatie-maakbaarheid heeft betrekking op het
resultaat van de applicatie-stap waarin het CMO wordt toegevoegd aan het produktmodel. Beide
soorten regels kunnen bovendien worden gebruikt voor het corrigeren van niet-maakbare CMO's:
bij deze correcties kunnen Primitieve Objecten (POs) en Maakbaarheids-Alternatieven (MOsma)

worden gebruikt. De syntax- en semantiek-regels hebben voomamelijk een adviserende funetie: ze
schrijven de ontwerper geen bepaalde ontwerp-acties voor.
Van een ontwerper kan niet worden verwacht dat hij voortdurend aIle kennis ten aanzien van de
technologie en verzamelingenleer paraat heeft. Het is daarom wenselijk om de bovengenoemde
regels te formaliseren in het IDM-systeem. Formalisering biedt mogelijkheden om de CMUs
automatisch te controleren. Syntax-regels lijken redelijk eenvoudig formaliseerbaar, omdat ze
objectief beschrijven wat correcte CMO-informatie is. Daarentegen zijn semantiek-regels moeilij
ker te formaliseren, omdat ze een sterke mate van subjectiviteit bezitten. Bovendien is de kans
groot dat ze semantische fouten bevatten. Het gebruik van heuristische regels en redeneer
objecten, zoals ACMO's, wordt geschikter geacht voor ontwerpdoeleinden.

Het rapport laat zien dat het CMO-concept aansluit bij de huidige IDM concepten. CMO's
zijn zinvol te gebruiken voor het weergeven van de conceptuele ideeen en het maken van produkt-
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Samenvatting

modellen. Vergeleken met MO's bieden CMO's een ontwerper ruimere mogelijkheden om zijn
ideeen uit te drukken. Ze zijn geschikt om relaties tussen ontwerpparameters te onderzoeken, iets
waarvoor MO's zich in mindere mate lenen. Het creeren van complexe CMO's kan echter behoor
lijk lastig zijn. Dit komt vooral door de wijze waarop de ontwerper zijn ideeen moet "vertalen".
Alhoewel hij geinteresseerd is in het produktmodel of de uiteindelijke vorm van het uitgangsma
teriaal, verplicht het gebruik van CMO's hem om eerst de verspaanbare volumina te definieren.
Het probleem wordt met name veroorzaakt door het feit dat de ontwerper niet altijd goed kan
overzien wat nu correcte CMO-informatie is. De syntax- en semantiek-regels kunnen hem hier
niet voldoende bij helpen. Er is een aantal technieken bedacht dat hem hierbij zou kunnen onder
steunen. Deze technieken hebben met elkaar gemeen, dat ze een beter overzicht verschaffen over
welke informatie van de CMO overeenkomt met informatie van het produktmodel. Voorbeelden
zijn de "tijdelijke applicaties" (eng: temporary applications) en "geformaliseerde schetsen" (eng:
formalized sketches). Het definieren van tolerantie-informatie van een CMO krijgt een bijzondere
aandacht in dit rapport. Tolerantie stelsels als NEN-ISO 1101lijken niet goed aan te sluiten bij de
wijze waarop CMO's of hun elementen worden gedefinieerd. Het gebruik van functionele vlakken
(eng: functional planes) en tolerantie solids (eng: tolerance solids) lijken geschikter aan te sluiten.

Hoewel in dit rapport uitvoerig is ingegaan op het onderwerp "CMO" lijkt vervolgonder
zoek zinvol. Dit onderzoek zou zich kunnen richten op de gedetailleerdere aspecten van maak
baarheid, op het samenstellen van 3D-CMO's, op de toepassing van CMO's als tegenhanger van
assemblage- en spaanloze vormgeving-operaties, en op de economische aspecten van CMO's.
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Introduction

Chapter 1. Introduction

Creating a mechanical product roughly consists of two phases: the design and the manufacturing
phase. In the past the person who did the design work was the same person that manufactured the
product. Engineering drawings were essential for the realization of the product. Nowadays, dif
ferent persons perform the design and manufacturing activities, but they still communicate by
means of engineering drawings. Apart from how different people contribute to the realization of
the product, there is another difference with respect to the past: the changed market situation.
The market demands shorter production runs, a reduction in throughput time, and higher product
quality. These requirements impose the need for a less time-consuming path from design to manu
facture. One of the possibilities is to change the conventional creation approach into a "first time
right" creation approach. The latter approach is only possible when a designer creates
manufacturable designs. Furthermore, the communication between the designer, the process
planner and the machine operator should be "error free", and the machine operator has to perform
his job perfectly. During the past few years a "first time right" approach is developed at the
Eindhoven University of Technology. This approach is called "Integration of Design and
Manufacturing" (10M) [Oelbressine 1989], and aims at automating and integrating design, pro
cess planning and manufacturing. The goal of 10M is to evaluate design decisions that affect the
manufacturability of the product. These evaluations should contribute to the realization of
manufacturable products with satisfying quality. This urges for the use of an unambiguous,
complete representation of the product, the so called "product model", and formalized rules
describing the manufacturing restrictions.

IDM is based on the concept of "Feature Based Design", which means that generic
features are incorporated in a product model. Feature Based Design allows to check the product
model in progress continuously for manufacturability. It is based on the assumption that only
design operations that are in principle manufacturable, are allowed to be applied to a product
model in progress. This design approach differs from another often used design approach
"(Automated) Feature Recognition". With this approach the completed product model is checked
for the presence of manufacturing features. Feature recognition has been used successively, but it
still poses a lot of problems: the complexity of the required algorithms grows almost exponentially
with the capacity to recognize more complicated features.

10M-features are called Manufacturable Objects (MOs). MOs and other 10M basics are
considered further in chapter 2. MOs are applied sequentially to the product model. This means
that at one point of time only one MO can be applied. This is found to be too restrictive. Extra
10M functionality is required that allows combinations of MOs before applying them to the
product model. Such a combination is called Composed Manufacturable Object (CMO). A
created CMO does not necessarily have to be manufacturable. When CMOs are allowed, an im
portant question is how the manufacturability can be assured. The research as presented in this
report aims at finding rules for creating correct CMOs and using them correctly (see appendix A).
For this purpose the CMOs are analyzed from the viewpoint of the set theory (chapter 3), and the
viewpoint of the technology (chapter 4). Additional 10M functionality is derived from this
analysis, and is described in chapter 5. The results of these three chapters are discussed in chapter
6, followed by chapter 7 in which conclusions and recommendations are presented.

Composed Manufacturable Objects 1



General view on creating and using CMOs

Chapter 2. General view on creating and using CMOs

This chapter presents a general view on CMOs. For a good understanding of CMOs it is necess
ary to consider the basics of IDM first. These basics are described in [Delbressine 1989, 1991]
and [Groot 1993]. Finally, a brief literature overview will be presented.

2.1. Basics of 10M

Within IDM the design phase consists of a conceptual phase and a geometrical phase. The con
ceptual phase deals with ideas about the product. In the geometrical phase these ideas are trans
formed into a product model. The basics described below mainly concern the creation of the
product models.

(a) MO Rectangular-pocket

Figure 2.1: Examples of an MO, an IDSO' and an IDS]

A Manufacturable Object (MO) represents an attempt to formalize the knowledge possessed by a
skilled worker. It is a powerful instrument in the handling of manufacturing restrictions in the
geometrical design phase. An MO consists of a geometrical form (see e.g. figure 2.1a) together
with a set of application rules. During the instantiation of an MO product information is used to
define MO's internal and external parameters. Internal parameters are such as nominal dimensions,
and tolerances on the nominal shape of the MO. External parameters are such as the location and
the location tolerances of an MO relative to a reference object. The product model is created by
subtracting the MOs from a stock. Such a subtraction is called a design transformation or
applying-an-MO (or ApplyMO, for short). During the application of an MO the manufacturability
is being checked by using the application rules. When applying MOs, the name Intermediate
Design State (IDS) is used. The IDS represents how the product model in progress evolves in the
geometrical design phase. A possible design state IDS] is shown in figure 2.1c. Two special IDSs
are the Initial Design State (IDSo) and the Final Design State (FDS). IDSo (or stock) is the design
state of the product model as long as no MO is applied to it (see figure 2.1b). After the last MO
has been applied, the design state of the product model is called FDS.

The Design Tree (DT) records the Initial Design State (IDSo) and all design
transformations successively applied to the IDSo (see figure 2.2). Information is recorded about
MOs' internal and external parameters. The DT contains, in combination with the description of
the manufacturing resources, enough information to manufacture the product model.

The information of the DT has to be reordered, made accessible and usable for manufac
turing. A Manufacturing Tree (MT) is needed, that has information concerning set-ups (with per
set-up a collection of basic manufacturing operations). In conventional terminology this is called a
process plan. The MT is retrieved from the DT by using five dependent processes: machine tool
type selection, set-up planning, fixture planning, manufacturing operation sequence, and output
preparation and generation. Neither the mapping of the DT onto the MT, nor the use of the MT

Composed Manufacturable Objects 2
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will be dealt with any further in this report. The reason is that they consider low level aspects of
manufacturing (the "how"-aspects), while this reports mainly investigates high level aspects of
manufacturing (the "what"-aspects).

IDS
O

(stock) MORectangular-pocket

( ~e~
~IDS ~

1

(b) The design tree of figure 2.1c

ApplyMO-~".4--
-,

(

IDSo (stock) MO1

~e~
IDS ~ M02

C
1 ~ ~

8
, IDS2 ~ ~on

ApplyMO n
, .4- '

~FDS (final product model)
(a) A design tree

ApplyMO 2

ApplyMO 1

Figure 2.2: Examples of Design Tree

A Micro Process Plan (MPP) is a sequence of basic manufacturing processes which, when
combined, are able to manufacture the ApplyMO design operation according to his specifications.
The MPP takes relations into account such as position and orientation tolerances while generating
a micro process plan for this ApplyMO. For this generation manufacturing logic is used as for
example is shown in [Held 1989]. Although MPPs are of much importance to manufacturability
evaluations, they will not be dealt with any further in this report. The main reason is the same as
given before: in this report high level aspects of manufacturability are investigated, while MPPs
relatively consider low level aspects.

Implicit Location is a method to model the limited accuracy that is obtainable by a given
manufacturing process. It concerns the specification of the external location tolerances of an MO
relative to a reference object.

A Manufacturing Machine Model (MMM) is a formal description of the restrictions of the
manufacturing machine. It "knows" if the corresponding machine is capable of manufacturing the
MO. It is consulted, when verifying a design transformation or generating a process plan. This
report mainly concerns models of milling machines.

Toolsvolumes are the design equivalent of the volume generated by the movements of the
complete tool(s) while manufacturing the MO [Mols 1992]. They can be used to verify the
accessibility of the MO when applying the MO. Figure 2.3 shows an example of the Toolsvolumes
of MO Rectangular-pocket. According to [Mols 1992, pg 15] Toolsvolumes consist of four parts.
Parts 1 to 3 are volumes, enclosing the movements of the cutting part of the tool, and the move
ments of the tool holder. The tool holder consists of an exchangeable part and a permanent part.
The permanent part is permanent connected to the rest of the cutter head. The fourth part is an
infinite extending flat plane, and is perpendicularly positioned with respect to the cutter spindle.
This is a way of modeling the existence of the rest of the cutter head. Intersection of this plane
with the product model is not allowed, because it would mean, that the product would be
damaged by the cutter head.
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1: cutter tool movements
2: movements of tool-holder (exchangeable part)
3: movements of tool-holder (permanent part)
4: infinite extending flat plane

Mq.Rectangular
pocAet
Stock

Figure 2.3: Toolsvolume of MO Rectangular-pocket

2.2. The creation and use of CMOs

In this report a CMO is defined as:

• A CMO is a reflection of the function a designer wants to be performed. This reflection is
expressed by a set of objects, and by sets of form-, location-, surface-roughness- or
tolerance-relations between these objects. These objects are related in such a way, that the
CMO can be manufactured in principle.

y"

(c) Arbitrary 2~D Object

X=x'
'Y=y'=y"

bounding box

(b) 2 Cylindrical-holes

X=x'

(a) 3 Cylindrical-holes

y;
X=x'

R<f_L1iDtF ----

Figure 2.4: Examples of CMOs

The use of CMOs can be explained by considering the designer's actions from the beginning of the
geometrical design phase. Assume that the designer has an idea about the function to be per
formed. The mapping of the idea onto a rough sketch of the design's final state is not unusual: this
sketch shows the parts to be removed from the stock. It seems reasonable to assume that before
the CMO is created, such a sketch of the final product model is made. The sketch does not
contain enough information to verify whether the idea is manufacturable. This is the point where a
designer starts to create CMOs. The creation consists of describing CMOs' elements, as well as
the relations between the elements. Examples of elements are vertices, edges, faces, volumes. In
figure 2.4 three possible CMOs are shown. It is also shown how elements of these CMOs are
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located within a coordinate system. For this purpose a bounding box is used in the 10M system:
this is a box that encloses the elements and has a reference point. The elements are located
relative to this reference point. The CMO of figure 2.4a contains three Cylindrical-holes, the one
in figure 2.4b contains two Cylindrical-holes, and the one in figure 2.4c is an arbitrary 2lhD
object. Assuming that these CMOs are valid, the next step is to apply them to the IDS. In figure
2.5 the IDS is represented by a box with certain properties and his own coordinate system. The
figure also shows how the three CMOs of figure 2.4 are applied to or subtracted from the IDS.

.1. 0.02

Figure 2.5: Examples of applied CMOs

These examples show that the CMO is created outside the IDS, before it is applied to the IDS.
The CMO's creation is performed in the "composition step", and his application in the"application
step". The composition step consists of the selection of objects that constitute the CMO, the
definition of relations between objects, and the verification of all objects, including the verification
of the CMO. In the application step is defined how the CMO is applied to the IDS, and is verified
whether the CMO is correctly applied.

(a) 2~D CMO (b) Quasi 2~D CMO (c) 3D CMO

Figure 2.6: Examples of 2Y2D, Quasi 2Y2D, and 3D CMOs

In this report mainly (quasi) 2lhD solid objects are used to create (quasi) 2lhD or 3D CMOs (see
figure 2.6). This restriction is needed to reduce the complexity of the subject "how to create
CMOs". A definition of (quasi) 2lhD objects is given in appendix E. Notice that in this appendix
items are introduced as swept faces, sweeping- and approach directions. They will be used
throughout the report without further explanation. All 2lhD objects that are used for the creation
of CMOs can be described by Manufacturable Objects (MOs) and so called Primitive Objects
(POs). Although the concept of MOs has been introduced in section 2.1, it is still necessary to
select the MOs, that will be used for the creation of CMOs. The following MOs are known and
used in 10M (see appendix C): Cylindrical-hole, Threaded-hole, Spherical-hole, Rectangular
pocket, Slot, Bended-slot, Rounded-pocket, Curved-pocket, Holes-arc, Holes-matrix and Planar
material-removal. MOs Spherical-hole and Rounded-pocket are not considered in this report,
because they are 3D MOs. MOs Holes-arc and Holes-matrix can be derived from several identical
MOs Cylindrical-hole. These "MOs" can be considered as "compound patterns"; MO Curved-
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pocket can be derived from one MO Bended-slot and two MOs Slot, and is a "group feature"
according to the terminology of Shah (see section 2.3 or [Shah 1991a, pg 99]). The remaining
objects are considered to be appropriate MOs for the creation of CMOs: Cylindrical-hole,
Threaded-hole, Slot, Bended-slot, Rectangular-pocket, and Planar-material-removal.

PO Curved-wedge MO Slot

Figure 2.7: Creating MO Slot from POs Box and Curved-wedge

The concept of POs is developed by De Vries [Vries 1992a]. POs are primitive objects with their
own set of design rules. Examples of POs are Box and Curved-Wedge (see appendix D). They
need not be manufacturable. According to De Vries a set of POs can be used to create MOs (see
figure 2.7): such an MO inherits design rules from the composed POs. For the composition of an
MO POs are located in such a way, that they touch each other with their connection planes (conn
planes). Connection planes are POs' surfaces, some of them being located on the POs' bounding
boxes, and others within the bounding boxes. Not all POs' surfaces are used to be connected with
other conn-planes. These surface are called "special conn-places". MOs being retrieved in this
way are MOs Rectangular-pocket and Slot. The use of POs and their contribution to the creation
of CMOs will be further investigated in this report.

2.3. Related literature

In related literature the words Compound Features or Composite Features are used instead of the
word Composed Manufacturable Objects (CMOs).

Chen mentions [Chen 1991, pg 361] that compound features are used as an aggregation of
primitive features with spatial relationships or dependency relationships. Spatial relationships
describe how form features spatially form a part, while dependency relationships define functional
and geometrical dependency relationships between features. Compound features are used for
instance to perform functions, for the convenience of design or reasoning. Chen defines for each
compound feature configuration a hierarchy in which "part of' indicates the parent-child
relationship between an aggregation object and his component objects. This relationship implies
that a child object will inherit functional properties of his parent object.

In [Requicha 1989, pg 48-49] composite (volumetric) features are mentioned. These
features are Boolean combinations (often typically unions) of primitive features that satisfy certain
conditions. For example, a composite hole is a connected solid that results from the union of
cylindrical, conical and toroidal primitives having a common axis. According to Requicha and
Vandenbrande rules for the use of these features have not been investigated thoroughly yet.

According to Pratt [Pratt 1988, pg 270-271] certain basic feature types are combined
frequently, and can therefore be regarded as compound or combination features. There may be
many different logical relationships between the components of such features. He mentions
examples such as the coaxiality of rotational features, and a set of features that can all be
machined in the same setup. Several types of relationship lead to useful definitions of compound
features: according to Pratt further research is necessary to determine how many are appropriate.
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Two particular types of compound features are regarded as useful. The first type is called
parent/dependent features. Firstly, the parent feature is defined and positioned, then the depend
ent features are defined and placed with respect to the parent. Before placing the dependent type
it is checked that this type is compatible with the parent type. The parent/dependent combination
may then, if desired, be treated as a single compound feature. The other type is called pattern
features. A bolt-hole circle provides an illustration of such a feature, in which not only semantics
of the individual holes are important but also those of the pattern in which they lie. They will have
for example their own associated dimensioning and tolerancing scheme.

In [Shah 1991a, pg 99] simple and compound features are considered. According to Shah
it is difficult to distinguish between simple and compound features: simple features can be consi
dered to be the lowest order canonical forms supported by a feature-based system, while com
pound features can be decomposed into two or more simple (predefined) features. For example, a
stepped hole can be decomposed into several hole features; therefore a stepped hole is a com
pound feature. Conversely, a simple feature is one that is not synthesized from two independent
features available in the feature library. A compound feature for one user or system could be a
simple feature for another system. Shah also considers the usefulness of the concept of compound
features. With compound features it is possible to manipulate features at multiple levels. Features
can be manipulated as a group, rather than operate on each individual simple feature. Another
advantage of this concept is the ability to capture the relationships between features in a
compound definition. Shah considers three possible situations with regard to these relationships:
firstly, features are related by a geometric constraint that can be parameterized, secondly, features
are related by a geometric constraint that cannot be parameterized, and thirdly, the features have
no geometric relationships. Examples of the first situation are bolt rows, a row of slots, gear
teeth, splines, parallel faces at a parameterized distance. This class is called "compound patterns" .
Examples of the second situation are stepped holes and complex pockets built from regular ones.
These are so called "compound sets". They may require constraints such as adjacency and
tangency. The last situation can be a grouping of any set of features for reference or convenience.
These are so called "group features". Shah, but other researchers too, concludes that the concept
of compound features has to be investigated in more detail.
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Chapter 3. Syntax of CMOs

One aspect of CMOs is how to define their information, or in other words, how to create and to
apply CMOs that are syntactically correct. This can be done in many ways. In this report is chosen
to use the set theory (see appendix E). The reason for using this theory is that it has already been
used in 10M for the definition of design transformations.

3.1. The set theory and 10M objects

The basic notion of the set theory is the concept of set. Examples of sets are: set of integers:
{1,2,3} and set of cars: {Ford,Toyota,Lada}. This theory uses set operators union (U), intersec
tion (n), and difference (\) to perform operations on sets. Examples of set operations are the fol
lowing. If set A: {1,2,3}, and set B: {3,4,5}, then AU B : {1,2,3,4,5}, An B: {3}, A \ B: {1,2}.
If set C: {6,7,8}, then A n C: 0, the so called empty set. Solid objects as MOs are also sets: they
contain volume elements. When applying set operators to them, new solid objects are created. For
instance, in figure 2.5 (chapter 2) set operator "difference" has been used to subtract the CMOs
from an IDS, and in figure 2.6 (chapter 2) set operator "union" has been used in order to create
CMOs.

3.1.1. Regularized set operators

Attention has to be paid when set operations are performed on solid objects. Solids should be
algebraically closed under set operators to ensure that results can be used as inputs to other set
operations. Models of physical manufacturing processes should produce valid solids [filove
1980]. Set operators U, n, and \ do not preserve solidity and therefore must be replaced by their
regularized versions (r-sets) to ensure closure [Requicha 1985 pg 31]. Regularized-sets can be
viewed as solid objects without "dangling" edges or faces. When applied to solid objects, regu
larized union (U*) coincides with standard union. Regularized difference (\*) ensures that a solid
S - A \* B includes all of his boundary, portions of which may be missing in the standard
difference A \ B. Regularized intersection (n*) differs from his standard counterpart only when
solids have overlapping boundaries: the regularized version may involve discarding extraneous
("dangling") faces and edges contained in the standard intersection An B (see figure 3.1). For the
remainder of this report only regularized set operations are used, and U*, n*, and \* will
therefore be denoted as U, n, and \.

Figure 3.1: Regularized set operations
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3.1.2. Complements of IDM objects

According to the set theory complements of sets are defined, when a basic set G is defined. This is
illustrated in figure 3.2. Let G be the basic set, A-the complement of set A, then A- =G \ A.

Figure 3.2: Complement of set A

For MOs and CMOs complements can be defined too (see for example figure 3.3). In [Vries
1992a] complements of POs are defined. Complements of objects will only be used during the
composition step.

G MO Cylindrical-hole MO-Cylindrical-hole =G \ MO Cylindrical-hole

Figure 3.3: Complement of MO Cylindrical-hole

In this report an MO's complement is normally a 2~D object; a CMO's complement may be a 3D
object. These complements inherit properties of the MO or CMO, e.g., height and approach
directions. Theoretically a complement's width and length are unlimited; practically these sizes are
limited. The complements of MOs and CMOs are in principle manufacturable. The complements
of POs need not be manufacturable in contrast with the previous complements. According to De
Vries complements of POs have in theory limited sizes (see figure 3.4): PO U PO- = bounding
box with limited sizes.

PO Wedge PO of PO Wedge

l"]
Bounding box of PO and PO-

Figure 3.4: Complement of PO Wedge
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3.1.3. Properties of set operators

The following properties of the set theory should always hold when combining IDM objects:

• the laws oftautology:

object] U object] = object];
object] n object] =object];

• the commutative laws:

•
•

object] U object2 =object2 U object] (see figure 3.5);
object] n object2 = object2 n object];

MO Rectangular-pocket
(primary object)

u--> ~<-- u

0/0 o/b
MO Cylindrical-hole MO Cylindrical-hole MO Rectangular-pocket
(secondary object) (primary object) (secondary object)

Figure 3.5: Commutative property

• the associative laws:

•
•

(object] U object2) U objectj = object] U (object2 U objectj ) (see figure 3.6);
(object] n object2) n objectj =object] n (object2 n objectj );

MO Cylindrical-hole

/v-:: - -~~~ - - -/v'"

G::) (MOSlO' ) 9 0
CJ/ 0 0

1
r-""------->MO Rectangular-pocket

MO Cylindrical-bole MO SlotMO Rectangular-pocket

Figure 3.6: Associative property

• the distributive laws:

•
•

object] U (object2 n objectj ) = (object] U object2) n (object] U objectj ) (see figure 3.7);
object] n (object2 U objectj ) =(object] n object2) U (object] n objectj ).
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(3) (MOSIm ) ~ S V 1

0 / '" /"'.( ) D (MOSlol )
MOSlol

MO Rectangular-pockel

Figure 3.7: Distributive property

When using complements, the following rules should be valid:
• (object] n object2 )- = object]- U object2-;
• (object] U object2 )- = object]- n object2-;

Finally, the following properties concerning the difference operator should hold.
• object] U (object2 \ object]) = object] U object2;

• (object] \object2) \object3 = object] \ (object2 U object3);

• object] \ (object] \ object2) = object] n object2;

• object] \ object2 =object] n object2-.

3.2. Combination types and combination restrictions

So far, seven types of 10M objects (MO, PO, CMO, MO-, PO-, CMO-, IDS) and three types of
set operators (n,U,\) have been introduced. MOs, POs, other (simpler) CMOs and their comple
ments can be used for the creation of a CMO. When e.g., MOa n MOb is called a creation or
combination type, (6*3*6) 108 creation types can be investigated. Schematically these types are
shown in figure 3.8a. The figure should be read as: set operator n, U, or \ is used to combine
objectb with objecta (objecta [n,U,\] objectb). In appendix F is explained why in this report only
the combination types will be analyzed as shown in figure 3.8b.

~ PC\, PO;: MC\, MO;: CMq, CMO~
pbject.

po. nu' 1 nu' 2 nu' 3 nu' 4 nu' 5 nu' 6

po: nu' 7 nu' 8 nu' 9 nu' 10 nu' 11 nu' 12

MO nu' nu, 14 nu, 15 nu' 16 nu, 17 nu' 18• 13

MO: nu\ 19 nu\ 20 nu\ 21 nu\ 22 nu\ 23 nu\ 24

CMO nu\ 25 nu\ 26 nu\ 27 nu\ 28 nu\ 29 nu\ 30•
CMO: nu' 31 nu\ 32 nu\ 33 nu\ 34 nu\ 35 nu\ 36

(a) 108 possible CMO creation operations

Figure 3.8: Possible and resulting CMO creation operations

Composed Manufacturable Objects

~ PC\, PO;: MC\, MO;: CMOb CMO:
Object.

PO. U 2

PO: u 7

MO. nu' 15 nU\ 16 nU\ 17 nu' 18

MO: nU\ 21 nU\ 22 nU\ 23 nU\ 24

CMO U' 25 U' 26 nU\ 27 nU\ 28 nU\ 29 nU\ 30•
CMO: nU\ 33 nU\ 34 nU\ 35 nU\ 36

(b) Resulting CMO creation operations
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In figure 3.9a 18 possible creation types are shown that result in a new IDS. These creation types
consist of an objectb, and an IDS that resulted from previous operations (objecta in figure 3.9a).
Notice that no IDS is combined with another IDS. In appendix F is explained why in this report
only the combination types will be analyzed as shown in figure 3.9b.

~ Pq, rq; Mq, Mq; CMq, CMO~
pbjed.

IDS. nu, 37 nu, 38 nu' 39 nu' 40 nu, 41 nu' 42

(a) 18 possible IDS creation operations

Figure 3.9: Possible and resulting IDS creation operations

~ pq, I rq; Mq, Mq; CMq, CMO~ I
Pbject.

IDS. , 39 ' 41

(b) Two resulting IDS creation operations

These figures describe how new CMOs or lOSs are created when two objects are combined.
Usually more than two objects are used. For the creation of the CMO this can be described as:

or,

•
•

•

•

CMOcs i +- CMOcs i-I [set operator]i object;;
CMOcs i-I +- CMOcs i-2 [set operator]i_] objecti_1;

CMOcs 0 +- objecto

CMOcs i +- ( ...(objecto [set operator]] object]) [set operatorh ...) [set operator]i object;.

The subscript "cs /' of CMOcs i refers to the composition state of the CMO. Objecto is the first
object located within the bounding box. In the expression: CMOcs i-] [set operator]i object;,
CMOcs i-I is called primary object, and objecti is called secondary object.
When using more than two objects for the creation of the IDS, the description looks like:

or,

•
•

•

•

IDSi +- IDS i _] [set operator]; objecti ;
IDS i_] +- IDS i_2 [set operator]i_] objecti_];

IDS] +- IDSo [set operator]] object]>

IDS i +- ( ...(IDSo[set operator]] object]) [set operatorh ...) [set operator]; objecti .

3.3. Analysis of defining CMOs

Analyzing the definition of CMO's form-, size-, tolerance- and surface quality-information
concerns: the use of set theoretical properties, the definition of CMO information, the properties
of CMO's faces, and the definition of CMO's Toolsvolumes. Notice that the definition of CMO's
Toolsvolumes is part of the definition of CMO information.

3.3.1. Creating same CMO with different composition sequence, objects and set operators

When a solid object is created by using the Constructive Solid Geometry representation (CSG),
the final state of this object can be created in different ways. This means that the same information
of the object's final state can be obtained in different ways. One can ask whether this also holds
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for CMOs, when using different composition sequences, set operators or objects. When the
composition sequence is changed according to the set theoretical properties (e.g., the associative
law, see figure 3.10), it is obvious that the CMO's final state form and size information will not be
affected.

Figure 3.10: Associative property

When other objects or set operators are used, it is also possible to derive the same information
concerning CMO's final state form and size. This is shown in figure 3.11 for the compositions:

• "large" MORectangular-pocket \ MO Bended-slot, and
• "small" MO Rectangular-pocket n MO Cylindrical-hole.

O~[ )
(a) \, "large" Rectangular-pocket, Bended-slot (b) n ,"small" Rectangular-pocket, Cylindrical-hole

Figure 3.11: Same CMO fonn created by different objects and set operators

Using other composition sequences, objects or set operators will not affect the CMO's final state
tolerance- and surface quality-information either. This is illustrated in the following example.
When creating a CMO, the composition sequence is changed according to the commutative law:
object] n object2 =object2 n object]. Assume face A C object]> face B C object2, CMO 
object] n object2, A C CMO, B C CMO, and the specified tolerance "perpendicularity of A .1 B
is 0.02 mm". When using the law above, CMO's form and his faces are not affected. Faces are
often used to define tolerance information. Because they are not affected, there is no reason why
tolerance information should be affected. Although this is a simple example, it is expected that
tolerance and surface quality information are not affected, when other set theoretical properties
would be used. So, changing the composition sequence according to the set theoretical properties,
does not affect the information of CMO's final state.

3.3.2. Defining information of the CMO

Information is required in order to decide whether and how the CMO can be manufactured. This
information should be defined unambiguous. In this section will be investigated by means of an
example what information is needed and how this information may be described during the
creation of a CMO. Figure 3.12 shows a possible result of the conceptual design phase. It is a
sketch of a stock from which a volume has to be removed: requirements concerning the volume's
sizes, form, location and tolerances are available. Examples of two tolerance requirements
concerning parallelism and perpendicularity are explicitly shown; of course, more tolerance
requirements may be defined.
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~ h'.- ~parallelism required L/ ~
between two straight faces ---------- perpendicularity required with

_ respect to the bottom face

Figure 3.12: Possible result of the conceptual design phase (sketch)

Defining CMO's form and sizes:
The realization of this sketch as in the above requires a CMO to be created, because no
predefined MO or PO fits the form of the volume that has to be removed. This CMO can be
created in different ways as has been noticed in section 3.3.1. In this example MO Bended-slot is
subtracted from MO Rectangular-pocket:

• CMO - MORectangular-pocket \ MOBended-slot (see figure 3.13b) .

The CMO's form is derived from the form, size and location information of these MOs. To
illustrate how the CMO's form is defined a Pseudo-language is used. This language is not a real
existing language and his language-elements are more or less invented. The meaning of the
elements may be retrieved from their context, and will not further be explained. This language will
be regularly used in this section. The creation of CMO's form may now be described as:

Form(CMOCS i) - FormlnformationFunction(
objecto - MO Rectangular-pocket:

{radius, height, width, length, x-position, y-position, z-position,
rotation x-axis, rotation y-axis, rotation z-axis}.

object] - MO Bended-slot:
{inner-radius, outer-radius, height, x-position, y-position, z-position,
bended-angle, rotation x-axis, rotation y-axis, rotation z-axis}.

set operator type *] - {Difference}.
composition sequence:

{objecto *] object]}.

name: {CM0 Rectangular-pocket&Bended-slot}.
return: {topological and geometrical information}.
)

The implementation of this Pseudo-language is not part of this research. Therefore it will not be
described any further how the topological and geometrical information is calculated from the
MOs' information.
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L...-. ~
(a) CMO

Figure 3.13: Defining CMO +- MO Rectangular-pocket \ MO Bended-slot

Defining CMO's form- and size-tolerances:
Figure 3.13a shows the values of two tolerances that have been mentioned in figure 3.12. These
tolerances have to be assigned to the CMO, but this can be performed in different ways. CMO's
form and size tolerance information can be obtained by using the defined MOs' tolerance infor
mation, or can be defined after the CMO's final state form has been described.

When obtaining CMO tolerances entirely from the MOs' tolerance information, for each
MO tolerance information has to be defined (see figure 3.13b). The values of tolerances toll and
tol2 are part of the MOs' tolerance information, but can unfortunately not easily be defined:
• The straight face C is longer than straight face A. It is therefore difficult to find a satisfactory

value for the parallelism tolerance toll'
• The perpendicularity tolerance 0.01 with respect to face B differs from the perpendicularity

tolerance tol2 with respect to face O. At the time of defining MO Bended-slot face B does not
exist, and can therefore not be used as a reference face. This is the reason why face 0 is used
as a reference face. With respect to tol2 the same difficulty exists as has been noticed for toll'

This example illustrates why tolerances mentioned in the sketch are difficult to formalize. They
cannot directly be used to define MOs' tolerance information. Possible alternatives to overcome
this difficulty are:
• Use simple algorithms: The value of tolerance toll can be derived by using the following cal

culation: multiply the value 0.02 with factor (length face A divided by length face C). These
algorithms cannot be used in general. The same holds for tol2.

• Redefine relations: Tolerance relation tol2 defines a perpendicularity relation between the
bottom and the side face of the same MO. This is an internal tolerance relation according to
the terminology of 10M. Instead of defining such a relation one could also define an external
tolerance relation tol2" between the bottom face of MO Rectangular-pocket and the side face
of MO Bended-slot. This relation would express the wanted perpendicularity tolerance.

• Select other objects or set operators: When defining tolerance relation tol2, the reference face
o of tol2 differs from the reference face B that is used in the sketch. However, a reference
face D' can be defined, that conforms to the reference face B (BCD'). According to the rules

in section 3.1.3 set operator intersection (n) and the complement of MO Bended-slot
(MO-Bended-slot) may be used instead of set operator difference (\) and MOBended-slot:
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• MORectangular-pocket \ MOBended-slot = MORectangular-pocket n MO-Bended-slot

This redefinition will not affect the CMO information. Tol2 can now be defined with face D' as
his reference face (see figure 3.14).

Complement of MO Bended-slot

-.I '

Figure 3.14: Using complements to define the CMO

• Use tolerance values without dimensions: An example of tolerance values without dimensions
is shown in [Vries 1992b], where they are called "quality numbers" and used to compare
different types of tolerances. With such tolerance types it may become easier to define
tolerances. Consider for example figure 3.15a: a designer assigns quality number 9 to toll of
MO Rectangular-pocket instead of assigning the value 0.02 mm to it. When using this MO for
the creation of the CMO the same quality number can be used without further calculation to
define the tolerances of CMO's faces (see figure 3.15b).

toll = quality number 9

tol A =quality number 9

I
(a) Tolerances of the MO

Figure 3.15: Using quality numbers to define the CMO

(b) Tolerances of the CMO

• Define tolerances as solids: Tolerances can be represented by using solids instead of using
numerical values. The solids' boundaries enclose the volume in which volume elements of the
defined MO are allowed to be located. Virtual boundary requirements [Jayaraman 1989] and
Tolerances zones [Requicha 1983] illustrate how this can be performed. In chapter 6 more de
tails are discussed concerning this representation type.

When defining the CMO's tolerance-information after the CMO's final state form has been
defined, problems as described in the above may be obviated. The tolerance information is now
directly assigned to the CMO's form. Pseudo-language is used again to illustrate how to define the
form- and size-tolerances (figure 3.16 explains the meaning of the sides "A", "B", "C" and "0"):
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Figure 3.16: Sides A, B, C, and D

Form&SizeTolerances(CMOCs ;) +- Form&SizeTolerancelnformationFunction(
reference face] +- {A}.
reference face2 +- {B}.
target face] +- {C}.
target face2 +- {D}.
tolerance toll +- {parallel, 0.02}.
tolerance tol2 +- {perpendicular, 0.01}.
tolerance operations:

{reference face] & toll & target face]};
{reference face2 & tol2 & target face2}'

return: {form and size tolerance information}.
)

Defining CMO's location and location tolerances:
The next aspect deals with the definition of CMO's location information, including the location to
lerances. Notice that the location tolerance information is defined without regarding the CMO's
form and side tolerance information. Furthermore, CMO's location information can be defined in
the same way as MO's location information is defined in the present IDM system. The location
tolerance information may also be called "external tolerances" according to the terminology of
IDM. The method "Implicit Location" may be used to model these tolerances. When using
Pseudo-language, the location information can be defined in the following way:

Location&LocationTolerances(CMOCs J+- LocationlnformationFunction(

object; +- CMORectangular-pocket&Bended-slot'

location object;:
{x-position, y-position, z-position,
rotation x-axis, rotation y-axis, rotation z-axis}.

position tolerance tol-P0Sx,y,z_l:
{0.01, 0.01, 0.01}.

orientation tolerance tol-posa'~"L1:

{0.5°, 0.5°, 0.5°}.
return: {location informations}.
)
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Defining CMO's surface quality:
Finally, the information concerning CMO's surface quality has to be defined. This information can
be obtained from CMO's component objects, or can be assigned to CMO's faces after the CMO's
form has been defined. The surface quality information is defined in the same way as CMO
tolerance information is defined. In Pseudo-language this would look like:

SurfaceQuality(CMOCs J+- SurfaceQualityInformationFunction(

object; +- CMORectangular-pocket&Bended-slot"

object_element;,l +- {bottom_face}.
surface_qualityJnterval;,l +- {[1.6-6.3]}.
surface quality operations:

{object_element;,l&surface_qualityJnterval;,l}.
return: {surface quality information}.
)

Defining other information:
So far, the CMO information has been defined. When applying the CMO to the IDSo, other
information is needed too as for instance information about the IDSo. Although the definition of
such information is important, it is not of much importance to the definition of CMOs at this time.
This will therefore not be regarded any further in this section.

3.3.3. Properties of CMO's faces

In chapter 4 the so called "form-manufacturability" of CMOs will be discussed. For the evaluation
of this manufacturability type it is necessary to know properties about CMO's faces. The analysis
in this section concerns 2~D or quasi 2~D CMOs.
When composing two objects, e.g., two MOs Slot, four types of spatial relation can be found:
both objects do not intersect, they touch each other, they intersect each other, or they touch and
intersect each other. Except for the first type these relation types are shown in figure 3.17.

A) touching faces

(

B) intersecting faces

(

([
Figure 3.17: Intersection of faces

In figure 3.17 an inner side, also indicated by "_", is distinguished from an outer side, also
indicated by "+". At the positions where the (side) boundaries of the objects intersect (or touch)
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at least straight intersecting lines occur. These positions are shown in more detail in the dashed
ellipses. The angle between two intersecting boundaries is expressed by the angle of two tangent
planes: each object is touched by one plane. For each relation type the application of set operator
union, intersection and difference will be analyzed. The following properties can be derived
concerning the angle of the CMO's inner sides, at the position of the intersecting line:
• A): If the objects' boundaries only touch, and the set operator intersection or difference is

used, then the result of this application becomes nil. The resulting CMO is at the most a face,
but definitely not a solid. Because set operations are regularized, the resulting CMO will be
"removed". With respect to the application of set operator union no relevant properties have
been found.

• B): If the boundaries of the objects intersect, then the angle of the CMO's inner sides can
become (>0° 1\ <180°) at the intersection position, or it can become (>180° 1\ <360°). In case
of an applied set operator union (U) the angle becomes (>180° 1\ <360°). This angle occurs
because the area {(-,+), (-,-), (+,-)} becomes part of the CMO. When using the set operator
intersection (n), the angle will become (>0° 1\ <180°). This angle occurs because only the
area {(-,-)} becomes part of the CMO. Finally, when using the set operator difference (\), the
angle will also become (>0° 1\ <180°). The reason is that this set operation can be compared
with an intersection operation: A \ B = A n B-.

• C): The angle of inner side faces resulting from applied set operators union and intersection
will become 180°. In both cases the CMO consists of the area {(-,-)}. With respect to the
difference operator the angle between the inner faces can be 0° or 180°.

3.3.4. Defining CMO's Toolsvolumes

When information about MO's form, sizes, and tolerances, and information about tools and
approach directions is available, it is possible to derive MO's Toolsvolumes [Mols 1992]. An
example of an MO's Toolsvolume has been shown in figure 2.3 (chapter 2). To conform to the
basics of IDM it is necessary to define Toolsvolumes for CMOs too. One can ask whether the
CMOs' Toolsvolumes can be defined in the same way as the CMOs are defined. In other words,
the question is whether the CMOs' Toolsvolumes may be directly derived from the Toolsvolumes
of the composed objects. In a more formal way this may be expressed as:

• if CMO - objecta [set operatorj] objectb,

then ToolsvolumesCMO - Toolsvolumesobject a [set operatorj] ToolsvolumeSobject,b?

This appears not to be possible as will be shown in the following example.
Assume that the CMO is the result of the following creation type (see figure 3.18):

• MO Cylindrical-hole] \ MO Cylindrical-hole2'

@--CI
M01\MO Z CMO

Figure 3.18: Applying the difference operator to two MOs Cylindrical-hole
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Notice that this CMO is not manufacturable according to section 4.1. Nevertheless, it can be re
paired according to section 4.5 when for example two POs Hollow-wedge from the CMO are
subtracted (see chapter 4). The result of this subtraction is shown in figure 3.19.

Repair-action:
CMO \ (PO 1 v P02)

repaired CMO

Figure 3.19: Repaired CMO

Both MOs Cylindrical-hole have their own Toolsvolumes. The resulting CMO's 'Toolsvolume":
ToolsvolumecMo +- ToolsvolumeMo ]\ToolsvolumeMO 2 is shown in figure 3.20. It is not difficult
to see why this resulting Toolsvolume has no engineering significance in comparison with the
Toolsvolume of the repaired CMO (see figure 3.21).

Toolsvolume 1 Toolsvolume 2 CMO's "Toolsvolume":
Toolsvolume 1\ Toolsvolume 2

Figure 3.20: Resulting "Toolsvolume" of the (not manufacturable) CMO

(a) Repaired CMO (b) Toolsvolume of repaired CMO

Figure 3.21: Repaired CMO and his Toolsvolume

Defining Toolsvolumes of CMOs has the following aspects. Usually it is not possible to derive the
Toolsvolumes of a CMO directly from the Toolsvolumes of the composed MOs. Exceptions can
be found, when for instance the union operator is applied to two MOs Cylindrical-hole (see figure
3.22). Toolsvolumes of CMOs have to be defined in the same way as Toolsvolumes of MOs are
defined, which is: using information about the CMO, tools and machines, and defining them as
described in [Mols 1992]. Furthermore, it is shown that a not composition-manufacturable CMO
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has no Toolsvolume with any engineering significance. In most cases it seems useless to define
Toolsvolumes for not composition-manufacturable CMOs.

Toolsvolume 1 Toolsvolume2

CMO

CMO's Toolsvolume

Figure 3.22: Resulting CMO and his "Toolsvolume" when using union operator

Finally, the aspects as in the above also hold for the definition of the Toolsvolumes of a CMO's
complement. When a CMO's complement is defined as : CMOA- = G \ CMOA, (with G as the
basic set of CMOA), it is not possible to derive the Toolsvolume of the CMO's complement in the
same way: ToolsvolumeA- ;II! H \ ToolsvolumeA (with H as the basic set of the CMOA's Tools
volumesA)·
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Chapter 4. Technological aspects of CMOs

According to the set theory a CMO can be created by performing set operators on objects. Not
every created CMO necessarily has to be technologically correct. The technological aspects or
semantics of this object will be analyzed in this chapter.

4.1. Definitions

A CMO is technologically seen correct when it is manufacturable. Many definitions of manufactu
rability exist, for example, it is in [Shah 1988, pg 20] defined as "the quality of a design from the
viewpoint of manufacturing feasibility and economics". In this report it is defined as: "the quality
of a design object from the viewpoint of manufacturing feasibility". This feasibility is determined
by available manufacturing processes including tools, material, machines, and may be described by
for example Toolsvolumes, Manufacturing Machine Models, and Implicit Location. Only high
level aspects of manufacturability will be regarded here.

The manufacturability of a created CMO is in this report called composition-manufac
turability; the manufacturability of an applied CMO is called application-manufacturability. Each
type is divided in: form-, tolerance-, and roughness-manufacturability. With respect to
application-manufacturability also access-manufacturability is defined. Furthermore, the objects
Applied Manufacturable Object (AMO), Applied Composed Manufacturable Object (ACMO),
and Manufacturing Alternatives (MOsmJ are used in this report. They will be introduced below,
before describing the manufacturability types in detail.

4.1.1. Applied (Composed) Manufacturable Objects A(C)MOs

In this section objects "ACMO" and "AMO" are defined, and is explained why they are used.
ACMOs and AMOs are objects derived from the application of CMOs and MOs. When for
instance two MOs Slot and one MO Cylindrical-hole are composed to one CMO, this CMO can
be applied to the stock as shown in figure 4.1. This figure also shows the ACMO. The difference
between CMOs and ACMOs (and between MOs and AMOs) may be compared with the ex
pression (4*7+2) and the result "14". The expression can regarded as a "composition of numbers
and operators" and the result "14" as the "application result".

CMO

compare with: 4*7.;.2

apply(CMO)To(Stock)

calculate(4*7r2)

ACMO

14

Figure 4.1: Comparing CMO and ACMO with a calculation example
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An ACMO (AMO) is the part of the CMO (MO), which is an element of the old IDS, but is no
longer an element of the new IDS:

• ACMOi : {veil vei E CMOcs i A. vei E IDS i_l A. vei $. IDS;};
• AMOi : {vei Ivei E MOi A. vei E IDS i_l A. vei $. IDSi}·

Defining CMO's

location and

location-tolerance
information

d · CMO < Composition stepW re eSlgn I
CMO can possibly not be realized

Defining CMO's form, size, A\
including form-tolerance, ~o

size-tolerance, and surface t
quality information

---

Verifying CMO's composition-manufacturability:
Is CMO composition-manufacturable?

t
yes

t
CMO can possibly be realized

t
___~ app~M~ _

Application step

redesign CM0

t
CMO can definitely not be realized

t
no

t
Verifying ACMO's application-manufacturability:
Is ACMO application-manufacturable?

t
yes

~
CMO can definitely be realized

(sometimes redesign may be required, see section 4.5.2)

Verifying ACMO

Deriving ACMO's

information

Applying CMQ~
to the IDS old IDS (stock)

(or stock) ~
newlDS

Figure 4.2: Using CMOs and ACMOs

ACMOs can be used to reason about the CMO's manufacturability. It helps a designer to analyze
the result of the CMO's application. It may be regarded as one of the "implementations" of a
CMO. The information of the ACMO is derived from the information of the CMO and the IDS.
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Although a CMO could be manufacturable, it is possible that the ACMO is not, and vice versa.
To express these differences, the manufacturability of a CMO is further called composition-manu
facturability, and the manufacturability of an ACMO is called application-manufacturability (see
figure 4.2).

Notice the following aspects. A composition-manufacturable CMO means that the CMO
can possibly be realized. Whether it can definitely be realized, depends on whether the ACMO is
application-manufacturable. Furthermore, when non-composition- or non-application-manufactu
rability is detected, the CMO may be redesigned; the designer is not allowed to redesign a not
manufacturable ACMO. Finally, some faces of the ACMO are called "real" faces and others are
called "imaginary" faces. Real faces are those faces also being real faces on the "new" IDS
boundary. Imaginary faces were (parts of) real faces on the "old" IDS (IDSi_l ) boundary, but after
the application they are no longer real faces on the "new" IDS (IDS;). With respect to the CMOs
this distinction is not made.

4.1.2. Manufacturing Alternatives

When a CMO is applied to an IDS, the CMO is subtracted from the IDS. When they spatially
intersect, the IDS form will change. Some (parts of) CMO's faces become "new" real faces on the
IDS boundary. Some of these "new" faces can also be created by subtracting other objects from
the IDS. These objects are so called "Manufacturing Alternatives" (MOsmJ, and they are
explained in the following example. An MO Slot is applied in such a way that an AMO Step is
created (see figure 4.3). MO Slot has originally candidate approach directions 1 and 2. Notice that
direction 2 is excluded in this application. Apart from direction 1 AMO Step can also be
approached from direction 3.

MO's approach
direction 1

MO's approach
direction 2

Figure 4.3: Creating an AMO Step

only MO's approach
direction 1 is relevant

AMO's approach
direction 3

From the viewpoint of the IDS the AMO is an object, having two real faces in common with the
IDS. These faces are shown in figure 4.4. It is also shown which parts of MO's faces become real
faces on the IDS: parts of faces 1 and 5.
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a q3

6tJ 5
(c) Faces ofMO Slot(b)AMO

real faces

~
(a) IDS

Figure 4.4: Real faces on the IDS

(a) face 1 (b) MOrna,]

( *: orientation marker)

(c) MOma,2 (d) MOma,3

Figure 4.5: Three Manufacturing Alternatives of face 1

Although AMO's real faces are derived by subtracting MO Slot from the IDS, they can also be
derived by subtracting other Mas. To distinguish MO Slot, actually being applied to the IDS,
from the "other" MOs, these Mas are called Manufacturing Alternatives (MOsmJ. Figure 4.5
shows three examples of MOsma of face 1: MOsma Slot (Mama,] and MOma,3) and MOma Rec
tangular-pocket (MOma,2)' The patterned area refers to face 1. This figure also shows milling
cutters as examples of how these Manufacturing Alternatives may be realized during the
manufacturing operations.

(a) face 5
(d)MO 3rna,(c) MOrna 2,(b) MOma,l

( ~ orientation marker)

Figure 4.6: Three Manufacturing Alternatives of face 5

In figure 4.6 three examples of Manufacturing Alternatives of face 5 are expressed. In this case
three MOsma Slot are shown with different orientations.
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Sets of MOsma can be defined for each face of the MO Slot, that possibly can become a
real face on the IDS after the application. For example, the set of MOsma of cylindrical face 3 (see
figure 4.4c) may contain MOsma Cylindrical-hole. In a more general way this can be expressed as:

•

•

'VlnsideFace C MO => MAinsideface: {Mama IInside Face =Apply(MOmJ},
(MAinside face is set of Manufacturing Alternatives).

'VlnsideFace C CMO => MAinsideface: {Mama IInside Face =Apply(MOmJ}·

The expression "Inside Face = Apply(MOmJ" is used to select only those MOsma, which create
this particular Inside Face. One can imagine that these sets will contain many elements. Which of
those elements are really relevant, depends on which other inside faces of the same (C)MO be
come real faces on the A(C)MO. An MOma becomes relevant, when it is not excluded because of
the existence of other real faces that belong to the same A(C)MO. In other words the intersection
of sets of MOsma that belong to the same A(C)MO has to be determined. The common set of
MOsma for the applied MO Slot in this example may contain two MOsma Slot.

• MAinsidefacesZ&5= MAinsidefaceZ n MAinsideface5 = {MOma Slotz, MOma Slot3}·

The subscripts "/' and "/ of MOsma Slotz and Slot3 refer to the approach directions as shown in
figure 4.3. Every MOma in this common set can "create" face 1 and face 5. Although other Manu
facturing Alternatives can be found as for instance MOsma Rectangular-pocketz and Rectangular
pocket3, only MOsma Slot are considered here. Information of both MOsma Slot can be obtained
from information of the MO Slot and his application.

Another example of reasoning with Manufacturing Alternatives is shown in figure 4.7. The
same MO Slot as shown before is applied to the IDS. In this case his faces 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6
become real faces on the IDS. The set MAinsidefaces Z, 3, 4, 5, and 6 (MAZ-6,excl.2, for short) can be
obtained from:

• MAZ-6, excl.2= MAinside face 1 n MAim'ide face 3 n MAinside face 4 n MAinside face 5 n MAinside face 6'

The common set contains one element: MAZ-6,exlud.2,: {MOma Slotz}.
If face 2 also becomes a real face on the IDS, then the common set will contain no elements
(MAZ_6 : 0). Such an application may be regarded as being not manufacturable.

Mots approach
direction 1

Mots approach
direction 2

only MO's approach
direction 1 is relevant

stock

Figure 4.7: Creating an AMO Slot
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4.1.3. Types of manufacturability

Form-manufacturability:
CMOs or ACMOs are not form-manufacturable if their forms cannot be realized with the
available processes, tools, machines, et ceteras. The following cases can cause non-form-manufac
turability (see figure 4.8):
• case 1: the object's boundary may be damaged because the tool cannot reach parts of the

object without exceeding the object's boundary;
• case 2: burrs may be expected, when angles of the object's inner side faces are close to 360°;
• case 3: when thin walls exist, the objeces boundary may be damaged by forces created by the

process and the tool; such walls are created when an object's outer side face comes too close
to another outer side face of this object.

In appendix H is described how non-form-manufacturability can be detected for 2~D objects.
Other examples of (non-)form-manufacturability are given in figures 4.9 to 4.12.

(a) Case 1 (b) Case 2
Figure 4.8: Cases of non-form-manufacturability

(c) Case 3

Access-manufacturability:
The location of the CMO relative to the IDS determines whether the ACMO is access-manufactu
rable. An ACMO is access-manufacturable when it can be reached by a tool without removing
other volumes of the IDS. For instance, if all faces of the CMO are enclosed by the IDS, then the
ACMO is not access-manufacturable. CMO's Toolsvolumes can be used to detect this type of
manufacturability. Figures 4.9 to 4.12 show examples of access-manufacturability. In each figure
the object is applied twice. This results in two different product models.

ACMO: form-manufacturable
but not access-manufacturable

CMO: form-manufacturable

ACMO: form-manufacturable
and access-manufacturable

Figure 4.9: Example 1
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CMO: form

manufacturable

/
/

/

ACMO: form-manufacturable
but not access-manufacturable

ACMO: form-manufacturable
and access-manufacturable

Figure 4.10: Example 2

EJ=::
CMO: form-manufacturable

Figure 4.11: Example 3

ACMO: fonn-manufacturable
and access-manufacturable

ACMO: fonn-manufacturable
but not access-manufacturable

-

@
ACMO: Dot form-manufacturable
but access-manufacturable

ACMO: form-manufacturable
and access-manufacturable

--------
CMO: not form-manufacturable

Figure 4.12: Example 4

Other researchers have also investigated accessibility. Their investigations mainly concern accessi
bility of "simple" or "MO-like" objects. See for instance [Requicha 1989, pg 49]. Requicha and
Vandenbrande define global and local accessibility of simple objects from the machining view-
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point: the accessibility of objects by the appropriate cutter is considered. An object can only be
realized, when it is locally and globally accessible. In the following example these definitions are
compared with the definition of access-manufacturability as given in this report. According to
Requicha and Vandenbrande the two through-slots in figure 4.13 are locally and globally accessi
ble; only the through-cylindrical-hole cannot be realized, because it is only locally accessible. Ac
cording to the definition of access-manufacturability the ACMO "Through-slots&Through
cylindrical-hole" is not access-manufacturable, and therefore CMO "Slots&Cylindrical-hole" can
definitely not be realized. In contrast to Requicha and Vandenbrande this manufacturability type
regards the manufacturability of the whole CMO.

The ACMO is not access-manufacturable

The cylindrical hole is locally accessible
but not globally accessible

Figure 4.13: Local and global accessibility versus access-manufacturability

Tolerance-manufacturability:
A CMO is tolerance-manufacturable if his defined tolerances, e.g. perpendicularity, do not conflict
with tolerances known from defined machines, tools, processes or material. For this purpose his
form-, size- and location-tolerances are verified separately. The location tolerances may be
verified by using the method "Implicit Location". An ACMO is tolerance-manufacturable if his
derived tolerances do not conflict with known tolerances. In contrast to CMOs the form-, size-,
and location-tolerances of ACMO's elements -especially of his real faces- are verified together.

Roughness-manufacturability:
CMOs or ACMOs are roughness-manufacturable when the defined or derived surface quality
does not conflict with surface quality known from the defined processes, tools, material,
machines, and so on. Roughness-manufacturability concerns all CMO's faces, but only ACMO's
real faces. Information is required about which tool cutter parts touch which CMO's faces or
ACMO's real faces. The evaluation concerning possible existing burrs is not part of the evaluation
of roughness-manufacturability.

4.2. Analysis of the CMO's composition

In this section the composition-manufacturability of CMOs is analyzed: it is recalled that this
manufacturability type expresses whether a CMO is possibly manufacturable. In figure 4.14 is
shown once more which set operators will be applied to which pair of objects. Compared to
figure 3.8 (resulting CMO creation operations) further restrictions have been made: compositions
of POs are not considered, because POs are only used to create new MOs or to repair CMOs.
These aspects will not be dealt with in this section.
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~ MC1, Mq; CMOb CMO~
pbjeet.

MO nu' nu' nu, nu'•
MO~ nu, nu\ nu' nu\

CMO nu, nu' nu\ nu,•
CMO: nu' nu\ nu\ nu\

Figure 4.14: CMO composition operations

4.2.1. The set operators and composition-manufacturability

Analyzing the composition-manufacturability of all combination types (objecta [U,\,n] objectb)

appears hardly possible. Only characteristic examples of subset (MOa [U,\,n] MOb) have been
analyzed. These examples mainly concern the creation of (quasi) 2~D CMOs. The analysis results
are described in detail in appendix I. The most important results are described here.

Each applied set operator may cause non-composition-manufacturability, but for different
reasons. When applying set operator union, non-form-manufacturability can be caused because of
possible existing burrs or thin walls. When set operators intersection and difference are used,
CMOs may be created that cannot be realized without tool's exceeding of the CMOs' boundary.
Furthermore, candidate approach directions can be excluded, when using set operators union or
difference. No relations have been found between the existence of non-tolerance-manufac
turability, and the application of set operators. The same holds for relations between set
operations and the existence of non-roughness-manufacturability.

4.2.2. Creating same CMO with different composition sequences, objects and set operators

According to chapter 3 it makes no difference which composition sequence is used to create a
CMO as long as the information concerning the CMO's final state is the same. One can ask,
whether another composition sequence affects the CMO's composition-manufacturability.
Consider for instance the set operator union and two MOs Cylindrical-hole, MOCyl.hole1 and
MOCyl.hole2 with different sweeping directions. The CMO that results from MOCyl.holel U
MOCyl.hole2 (see figure 2.6c) is technologically seen the same as the CMO that results from
MOCyl.hole2 U MOCyl.hole1' There is no indication that CMO's composition-manufacturability is
affected when changing the composition sequence. This composition sequence should not be con
fused with the sequence in which manufacturing operations are performed. With respect to the
manufacturing operations it makes a difference which one of these MOs is realized first (this is the
cylindrical hole with the highest accuracy).

The composition-manufacturability is neither affected when different objects and set oper
ators are used. This is shown in an example. Syntactically seen, different objects or operators can
be used as long as the information of the CMO's final composition state is the same. Assume that
the final composition states of both CMOs in figure 4.15 are the same. Although the used MOs
have different engineering significance seen from the viewpoint of their own realization, there is
no reason why one of these two CMOs should be manufacturable, when the other is not manufac
turable. This seems only possible, when during the composition these MOs are not used because
of their significance, but because of their topological and geometrical information. In other words,
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when being used for composition, the MOs "lose" the engineering significance they have when
they are directly applied to the IDS. In this case only the resulting CMOs will have engineering
significance.

Large MO Rectangular-pocket \ MO Bended-slot

rn----D
Small MO Rectangular-pocket U MO Cylindrical-hole

Figure 4.15: Same CMO form created by different objects and set operators

4.2.3. CMO's composition state and Free-rorm objects

CMO's manufacturability is not affected when other composition sequences, objects or set
operators are used as long as the information of the CMO's final state is the same. Normally it is
sufficient to verify this final composition state. Sometimes it may be difficult to see how parts of a
complex CMO may be changed when this CMO appears to be incorrect. From the viewpoint of
modification it may be preferable in such a case to verify each composition state. When a CMO is
checked each time after his composition state has been changed, less difficulties may appear to
perform the necessary modifications.

When creating a 2lhD CMO e.g., as shown in figure 2.6a, one has to compose several ob
jects. Instead of using these objects just one object may be used with a designer-defined 2D swept
face. Such an object is called a Free-form object, because his swept face has a kind of "free form".
An example is shown in appendix D: PO Freeform-pocket. There is nothing against the use of
Free-form objects, because it is possible to verify their manufacturability by using rules as:
• angles between their inner side faces should be ~180°, but may not come to close to 3600

;

• the radius of cylindrical faces should be the same or larger than the smallest tool radius;
• the distance between inner side faces should be larger than the smallest tool diameter;
• thin walls should not be used.
Using free-form objects can save time needed to create CMOs. However, it is recommended to
use predefined objects, such as MOs, because they allow to create CMOs (especially complex
ones) in a more structured way. Free-form objects should only be used as long as the CMO
becomes not too complex. Of course, it is rather subjective what is meant by "complex". Free
form objects are not investigated any further in this report.

4.3. Analysis of the CMO's application

In figure 4.16 is recalled how the IDS can be created. When applying objectb to the IDSa it is as
sumed that they spatially intersect: IDSa n objectb ;II! 0, and that they are either perpendicularly
or parallelly oriented. Furthermore, only applications of CMOs are analyzed.

~ Mq, CMO
bObject a

IDS \ '\a

Figure 4.16: Set operators to be used for the creation of the IDS
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4.3.1. Set operator difference and application-manufacturability

Application-manufacturability depends on the composition-manufacturability of the CMO and on
how it is subtracted from the IDS. Apart from existing burrs or thin walls, and tool exceeding of
the CMO's boundary this manufacturability type also depends on how the CMO is located relative
to the IDS. For example, non-application-form-manufacturability can be created when the CMO
is applied in the neighbourhood of the IDS boundary (see figure 4.17). This may result in thin
walls. At places in the IDS where edges or vertices exist, burrs may be created.

The tolerance-manufacturability of the ACMO is in comparison with the CMO's tolerance
manufacturability looked at in a different way. In the composition step all tolerances are regarded
separately. In the application step form, size and location tolerances cannot be considered as
independent items any longer. Attempts to express these dependencies during this research failed.
This was partly caused by the used tolerancing standard NEN-ISO 1101. Although this standard
is very useful to define tolerances, it can hardly deal with dependencies between different
tolerance types. This makes it difficult to use such standard for expressing existing dependencies.

CMO

apply(CMO)
>

_---£::.::::t==== possible burrs

Figure 4.17: Thin walls and burrs created in the application step

The roughness-manufacturability of an ACMO depends on the roughness-manufacturability of the
CMO. This aspect will be considered in section 4.4. Furthermore, the roughness-manufacturability
of the ACMO depends on the use of Manufacturing Alternatives. The creation of a real face by
different Manufacturing Alternatives may result in a face with different surface quality. This
aspect has not been investigated any further.

An ACMO becomes not access-manufacturable, when top and bottom faces (which
originally belong to the same CMO's component object) become real faces on the IDS.

4.3.2. Applications of spatial intersecting CMOs

In the application step one located CMO can spatially intersect with another CMO that has been
applied before. One can ask whether this is correct. Seen from the semantic viewpoint each CMO
refers to a function (chapter 2). This spatial intersection would mean that two functions are
combined. It is doubted whether such an application has the same engineering significance as the
application of the same but non intersecting CMOs. Furthermore, seen from the "physical" view
point extra burrs or thin walls may be created which may affect the manufacturability.
It is therefore recommended not to apply CMOs in such a way that they spatially intersect.
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However, the designer should decide whether he allows this or not. When spatial intersecting
CMOs are necessary for some reason, it is recommended to compose them to one "super" CMO
and apply this CMO later. Instead of:
• applying two spatial intersecting CMOs: IDSnew - Apply(CMOA) UApply(CMOB) ,

is recommended to perform the following actions:
• compose: SuperCMO - CMOA U CMOB, and verify this SuperCMO, and
• apply it: IDSnew - Apply(SuperCMO).
Consequences of spatial intersecting applied objects are not investigated any further in this report.

4.4. Relations between composition- and application-manufacturability

Composition-manufacturability appears to be related to application-manufacturability, and it can
therefore be considered how these manufacturability types are related. Knowledge about these
relations is important to warn the designer in an early phase of the design process.

4.4.1. Composition-form- versus application-form- and application-access
manufacturability

A form-manufacturable CMO normally results in a form-manufacturable ACMO. Sometimes, the
application may cause extra thin walls or burrs (see figure 4.17). In such a case the ACMO is not
form-manufacturable, although the CMO is form-manufacturable. On the other hand it is possible
that an ACMO is form-manufacturable, while the CMO is not. This is the case, when e.g., critical
form parts of the CMO are located outside the IDS and not subtracted from the IDS.

Another relation concerns the application-access-manufacturability of a composition-form
manufacturable CMO. Below is analyzed whether it is possible to predict the existence of non
access-manufacturability in the composition step. Notice that only union operations are analyzed.
Consider a CMO Two-holes that contains two not spatial intersecting MOs Cylindrical-hole.
When this CMO is wholly contained by the IDS, the ACMO Two-holes-in-IDS cannot be
approached. This ACMO is not access-manufacturable, because the top and bottom faces of both
CMO-parts are real faces. This example shows that one can predict the existence of non-access
manufacturability during the creation of a CMO: each pair {top face,bottom face} of a CMO-part
is a candidate pair of real faces on the IDS. Therefore at least one face of such a pair is not
allowed to be a real face on the IDS: othelWise non-access-manufacturability may be caused.
Besides this situation there are others in which non-access-manufacturability can be predicted in
the composition step. For this purpose projections of CMO-parts -also denoted as "objectpro/'

are evaluated. An evaluation consists of projecting CMO parts according to their sweeping direc
tions on CMO's boundary, also denoted as facescMo' The following types of facesCMO are known:
side facecMo, bottom faceCMO' top faceCMO' These face types conform to face types of the
original used objects. Three projection types may be distinguished:
• Type]: objectproj cannot be projected on one of the other facescMo' The application is access

manufacturable as long as at least one face of pair {top face,bottom face} of objectproj is not a
real face on the IDS (see figure 4.18a: type]).

• Typez: the projection of objectproj is contained by a top facecMo (or bottom facecMo)' The ap
plication is access-manufacturable as long as that faceCMO is not a real face on the IDS (see
figure 4.18b: type2)'
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• Type3: the projection of objectproj is (partly) contained by one of the side facesCMO' and not or
partly contained by a bottom- or top faceCMO. Problems may be expected, when side facesCMO
become real faces on the IDS. In figure 4.19a the projection of objectproj Cylindrical-hole is
contained by one of the side facescMo' In figure 4.19b the projection of objectproj (Slot1) is
not completely part of top faceCMO (top face MO Slot2): if bottom faces of Slot1 and Slot2
become real faces on the IDS, this application becomes not access-manufacturable.

As is shown in the above it is possible to predict non-application-access-manufacturability by
evaluating the projection of CMO parts, before applying the (composition-form-manufacturable)
CMO to the IDS.

Top face of object .
prO]

~

Type1: objectprojcannot be
projected on one of the faces

object .prO]

(a)
Figure 4.18: Projection types 1 and 2

projection of object proj

Figure 4.19: Projection type 3

Type2: projection is part
of top facecMo

(b)

4.4.2. Composition-tolerance- versus application-tolerance-manufacturabiHty

A not tolerance-manufacturable CMO often results in a not tolerance-manufacturable ACMO, but
not always. When critical toleranced CMO parts are located outside the IDS, these parts will not
become part of the ACMO. Furthermore, differences may occur when the tolerance types are no
longer verified separately. This is the reason why an ACMO may become not tolerance-manu
facturable, although the CMO is tolerance-manufacturable. No rules have been found in this study
to predict application-tolerance-manufacturability in the composition step.

4.4.3. Composition-roughness- versus application-roughness-manufacturability

The application result of roughness-manufacturable CMO will normally also be roughness-manu
facturable. This holds as long as during the composition and the application the same candidate
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approach directions are regarded. Furthermore, when critical CMO-faces are located outside the
IDS, non-composition-roughness-manufacturability does not necessarily result in non-application
roughness-manufacturability.

4.4.4. Interrelations between manufacturability types

When one of the manufacturability types (access-, form-, tolerance-, roughness-) is changed,
another type of manufacturability can be changed too. Such changes are caused by what in this
report are called interrelations. Such relations may be difficult to deal with. For example, when
Manufacturing Alternatives are used to repair non-form-manufacturability (see section 4.5.2),
non-roughness-manufacturability or non-tolerance-manufacturability can be created. So far, no
significant results have been found with respect to these interrelations.

Analyzing the ACMO
Start of verification and modification

Modifying the CMO

redefine form
ofCMO

redefine surface
quality of CMO

redefine location
or form of CMOAnalyzing acces-manufacturability

Analyzing roughness-manufacturability

.------:::;;:.j Analyzing form-manufacturability

'-------I Analyzing tolerance-manufacturability
redefine tolerances

ofCMO

End of verificatton and modifications

Figure 4.20: Guidelines for dealing with interrelations

The interrelations may especially cause problems, when a designer wants to modify his CMO. In
this section guidelines are proposed that show how a not satisfactory CMO can be modified in a
structured way. These guidelines are schematically shown in figure 4.20. Firstly, the ACMO's
access-manufacturability has to be considered: when the accessibility is not satisfactory, then form
and location of the CMO may be changed. When the accessibility satisfies the designer's ideas, the
ACMO's form-manufacturability may be analyzed in the following step. When for example this
CMO appears to be not form-manufacturable, it can be repaired as will be described in section
4.5. Modifications concerning the form-manufacturability may require new verifications of the
access-manufacturability as is expressed by the feedback loop in figure 4.20. In the following step
the ACMO is checked for existing non-roughness-manufacturability. This can possibly result in a
redefinition of the CMO surface-quality information. After this information has been modified, it
is recommended to check the form-manufacturability again. Finally, ACMO's tolerance-manufac
turability has to be considered. When the CMO's tolerances have been changed, it is
recommended to reconsider ACMO's form-manufacturability and roughness-manufacturability
again. The verifications are completed when all manufacturability types are satisfying.
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4.5. Repairing non-manufacturability

In this report every repairing of non-manufacturability is based on designer decisions. The
following sections describe how he can repair non-form-manufacturability. The repairing of other
manufacturability types has not been considered in detail in this report. For the repairing of non
access-manufacturability it is suggested to modify the CMO's location information in such a way,
that critical bottom or top faces become located outside the IDS. No concrete rules have been
found that show how non-tolerance- or non-roughness-manufacturability has to be repaired.

4.5.1. Repairing non-form-manufacturability with reduction/enlarging techniques

It has been shown before how a CMO can become not form-manufacturable. CMOs may be
repaired by POs (appendix D) which are used in such a way that the dimension of a CMO remains
unchanged. For example, when a not form-manufacturable 2l1zD CMO is repaired by POs, it
remains 2l1zD.

(a) MOs

o
~[?~ [(Y~ L?

CMO~MO 1\ M02 P03 :J (CMO \ P~) \ PO4

(b) original CMOs (c) selecting POs (d) repaired CMOs

Figure 4.21: Repairing CMOs by using the reduction technique

(a) original CMO (b) selecting POs (c) repaired CMO:
(CMO UPO 1) UP02

Figure 4.22: Repairing CMOs by using the enlarging technique

To handle problems with tool exceeding of CMO's boundary reduction and enlarging techniques
may be used. If critical edges «180°) exist both techniques can be used. In figure 4.21 the reduc
tion technique is performed by subtracting POs Hollow-wedge from the CMO. The enlarging
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technique can be performed by adding for example POs Curved-wedge to the CMO (see figure
4.22). The sizes and location of these POs are derived from the CMO's information.

In case of narrow passages both techniques can be used as described in the above to block
the passage or to make the passage more open. In the first case CMO's volume may be reduced
by subtracting POs Hollow-wedge and Box from it. In the second case the CMO may be enlarged
by adding for instance POS Box, Cylindrical-hole, Curved-wedge, or Wedge.

The chance on possible burrs is reduced by redesigning CMO's edges in the following
way: a combination of enlarging and reduction techniques is used. PO Wedge is united with the
CMO, and PO Curved-wedge is subtracted from the CMO (see figure 4.23).

(a) original CMO (b) selecting POs (c) repaired CMO:
(CMO UP01)\P02

Figure 4.23: Repairing CMOs by using enlarging and reduction techniques

Both techniques can also be used to redesign a CMO with thin walls. When using the enlarging
technique, the thin wall would probably be partly or completely removed. In case this wall may be
regarded as a functional wall, only the reduction technique seems to make sense. However, a
designer is free in the way he repairs the CMO.

4.5.2. Repairing non-form-manufacturability with Manufacturing Alternatives

Non-composition-form-manufacturability does not necessarily cause non-application-form-manu
facturability. One reason is that critical CMO-parts may be located outside the IDS. Another rea
son is that new approach directions can be found, because Manufacturing Alternatives (MOsmJ
exist. These MOsma can be added to the CMO in such a way that the CMO becomes form-manu
facturable. Consider the following example. In figure 4.24 an ACMO is shown whose identical
volume parts A and B cannot be removed according to the original approach directions {l,l'}.
However, they can be removed by using approach directions {2,3}. This means that the ACMO is
form-manufacturable, although the CMO is not (see also figure 4.12).
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(a) CMO

l'

- - ->
(applyCMO)

(b) IDS

Figure 4.24: Not form-manufacturable ACMO according to approach direction 1 and l'

Each volume part contains a set of faces (see figure 4.25). These faces are: side faces (f1' f3), top
face (f2), bottom face (f5) and an imaginary cylindrical face (f4). Faces f1' f2, f3, and f5 are partly
element of the original CMO's boundary.

Figure 4.25: Faces of volume parts A and B

When the (not modified) CMO is applied, the inside faces f] and f3 become real faces on the IDS,
while inside faces f2, f4 and f5 are expected to become imaginary. This infonnation may be found
by analyzing which one of inside faces f] ..f5 is located on the boundary of the IDS:

•
•
•
•
•

IDS i -- IDS i_] \ CMOnot modified;

set real faces of volume part A Freal,A: {fk I(fk C A) A (fk C IDS i)};

set real faces of volume part B FrealB: {fk I(fk C B) A (fk C IDS i)};,
set imaginary faces of volume part A Fimaginary,A: {fm I(fm C A) A (fm f/3. Freal,A)};

set imaginary faces of volume part B Fimaginary,B: {fm I(fm C B) A (fm f/3. Freal,B)}'

According to section 4.1.2 the flat faces fl and f3 of each volume part can also be created in dif
ferent ways: for each face these ways can be described by a set of MOsma (MAp, MAf3). Only
those MOsma are relevant that are able to create face f] and f3 at the same time, when these
MOsma are subtracted from the IDS. They can be found by intersection of sets MAp and MA.f3:

•
•

~olumeA: {MAIl n MAI31 f1' f3C A} ={MOma Slot2,A' MOma Slot3,A}' and,
MAVolumeB: {MAl] n MAI31 f1' f3C B} = {MOma Slot2,B, MOma Slot3,B}'
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(a) set 1 (b) set 2 (c) set 3

Figure 4.26: Sets of Manufacturing Alternatives

Instead of these MOsma other MOsma (e.g., MOma Rectangular-pocket) can also be selected as
elements of sets MAvolumeA and MAvolumeB' In this example only MOsma Slot have been used.
From each set MAvolumeA and MAvolumeB an MOma can be selected and be united with the CMO.
Consider the three sets as shown in figure 4.26. It may be preferable to use MOsma with the same
orientation (approach direction), as for instance MOsma Slot2,A and Slot2,B (see figure 4.26a), or
MOsma Slot3,A and Slot3,B (see figure 4.26b). It is also allowed to use MOsma with different orien
tations, as for instance, MOsma Slot2,A and Slot3,B (see figure 4.26c).

The CMO can be modified in the following way:

•
•

•

CMOrepaired+- CMOnotformmanufacturable U MOma, 2,A U MOma,2,B, or
CMOrepaired+- CMOnotformmanufacturable U MOma, 3,A U MOma,3,B, or

CM°repaired +- CM°not form manufacturable U M0 ma, 2,A U M°ma,3,B'

Notice that only one set has to be added to the original 2~D CMO: each united set will result in a
3D CMO. A designer should decide for himself whether this is acceptable or not. He may also
repair this CMO with POs. Furthermore, the selection of MOsma is based on the form of the
CMO. Aspects as discussed in section 4.4.1 must also be considered here. Finally, no aspects with
respect to tolerances and surface quality have been regarded. When selecting the MOsma these
aspects may not be neglected.
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Chapter 5. Functional requirements concerning 10M-system and CMOs

In [Shah 1991a, pg 99] remarks are made concerning the functionality of a design system when
dealing with compound features. According to Shah a design system should provide facilities such
as defining or modifying these objects. With respect to the 10M system extra facilities are needed
to deal with CMOs. The functionality of these facilities will be described below.

5.1. The "createll-function

The objects used for creating a CMO are selected from a standard library. So called CSG graphs
are used to express the CMO's composition states (see figure 5.1). CMO information concerning
sizes, location, tolerance and surface quality is defined as defaults but can be changed manually.
Furthermore, CMO's Toolsvolumes are defined in the same way as MOs' Toolsvolumes are
defined. In the present 10M system a Cartesian coordinates system is used for the location of
objects. When locating objects during the CMO's creation the use of other coordinate systems,
such as for instance a Spherical coordinates system, should be allowed too.

r;:-------,
CMO _set operator. t I

L __CSi+1 -A \ 1+

CMO ~set operator .\ object ~
CS, / \ ' i+1 \'--

CMO --set operator. object.
CSi-1 / \-1 I

CMO --set operator. 2 object
CS i-2 / \ ,- i-I

Figure 5.1: CSG graph of CMO's composition states

definite
subtraction

IDS --IDSk\CMO ~ - --.... CMO _set operator. 1
k+1 final state final state / \ 1+

CMO ~setoperator. object
CS, / \ I i+l

CMO -set operator. 1 object.
CSi-1 / \- ,

CMO -set operator. 2 object
CSi-2 / \'- i-1

Figure 5.2: Temporary and definite subtractions

The "create"-function should allow "temporary" application actions. This means that a designer is
allowed to subtract a CMO in progress from the IDS, before the CMO's final composition state
has been reached (see figure 5.2). Strictly speaking, the CMO is not subtracted from the real IDS
but from his copy. The result of this subtraction exists only in a limited period of time. When
continuing with the creation of the CMO, the "changed IDS-copy" will be deleted automatically: a
temporary subtraction does not affect the CMO's or IDS's information. The "create"-function
should provide means of changing a temporary subtraction into a definite one.
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(a) simplified CSG Graph

Figure 5.3: Relation diagram

(b) Relation diagrams

Besides CSG graphs as shown in figure 5.1 there are other ways to express information about the
CMO. So called relation diagrams can be used to show relations between the CMO's component
objects and will be explained in the following example. Consider the CSG graph and relation
diagram of an arbitrary CMOcs3 as shown in figure 5.3. The relation diagram (figure 5.3b) shows
in contrast to the -simplified- CSG graph (figure 5.3a) details about relations between the
composed objects. The relations are represented as arrows. A "relation"-arrow comes from the
object that contains a reference element and points to the object that contains the target element.
Subscript characters are used to indicate that every "relation"-arrow is unique in this diagram.
These characters refer to the reference object and to the number of the arrow. For example,
object3 contains reference and target elements, because one arrow points to this object, and one
arrow starts in this object. The first arrow is called "external relation2/' because it comes from
object2. The second is called "external relation3/' because it starts in' object3. Figure 5.3b also
shows that the diagrams can be used to analyze the relations at several levels.
In this example object2 may be regarded as a simple CMO that contains two objects. The relation
that exists between object2.l and object2.2 may be regarded as an internal relation of object2, but is
at the same time an external relation of object2.l and object2.2' External relation2,i> external
relation2,2' and external relation3,l are in the same way internal relations of CMOcs 3'

Relation diagrams and CSG graphs may be regarded as the abstract counterparts of
concrete representations (drawings) as shown in figures 3.13a and 3.16 (chapter 3). The "create"
function should provide means to map relation diagrams and CSG graphs onto the concrete
representations.
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5.2. The "verify"·function

The CMO can be verified each time his composition state is changed, or only when the final
composition state has been created, or after the CMO has been applied to the IDS. The CMO's
Toolsvolumes are verified after the CMO's final composition state has been created. The verifi
cation results are reported to the designer. In case of existing conflicts information should be
reported about which objects conflict and the reason why. Such information should be available
for other functions (as e.g., the "modify"-function, see below). Besides predefined rules that are
used for the verification a designer should be allowed to define his own rules. These "self-defined"
rules are strongly related to the engineering significance of the CMO and should be distinguished
from the predefined rules.

5.3. The "delete"· function

CMO
CS2

/ \
CMOcs 1 object 3

/ \
CMOcso object 1

(renumbering)
CMOcso object 1

delete(object 2) CMO CMO· verify___>~ \ CS3 __>~ / \ CS3 >
~ 2 objocl, c;o\.' objocl,

CMO/ ~o·. ct/ CMOcs 0 object 1

/\1~

CMO
CS3

/ \
CMOcs 2 object 3

/ \
CMOcs 1 object 2

/ \
CMOcso object 1

Figure 5.4: Deleting CMO's component objects

The system should support the deletion of CMO's component objects in the composition step.
Figure 5.4 shows how this function can be performed. CMOcs 3 after deletion is in the figure de
noted as CMO*cs 3. Before a deletion is really performed the c~mposition-manufacturability of
the CMO is verified. This is necessary, because deletion not only affects information about objects
but information about objects' relations as well. When the object to be deleted contains a target or
a reference element (used for tolerancing or locating), the system should detect this, evaluate the
consequences of the deletion, and report it to the designer. When accepting a deletion, a renum
bering of the composition states is performed. For instance, the composition state CMO*cs 3 as
shown in figure 5.4 is further called CMOcs2.
The "delete"-function should allow the designer to delete more than one object at the same time.
Furthermore, the system should support the "un-delete"-function concerning the last deleted ob
ject (or objects, when during the last deletion two or more objects have been deleted) and his
(their) relations. Objects that have been removed by previous deletions cannot be un-deleted.

5.4. The "add"· function

Figure 5.5 shows how the "add"-function should be performed. This function is the opposite of
the "delete"-function. Each time an add-operation has been performed, the composition-manufac
turability of the CMO is checked.
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Figure 5.5: Adding CMO's component objects

5.5. The "modify"·function

The designer should be allowed to modify CMO information concerning for instance sizes of
CMO's component objects and CMO's internal relations. When the CMO is modified, no CMO
parts may be removed or new ones may be added. Furthermore, the system does not allow to
modify ACMOs. The consequences of each modification are previewed, before definitely being
performed: the designer can accept or reject the modification. All modifications should be verified
automatically and reported to the designer. The designer is allowed to "modify by means of
parameters": this means that several modifications may be performed at the same time. The sys
tem should allow to modify the information at the level of the single objects contained by the
CMO but also to modify information at the level of the entire CMO. For example, a CMO
Composed-holes contains three MOs Cylindrical-hole. The designer can modify the height of only
one hole-part (e.g., see figure 5.6), but he can also modify the CMO's sizes at the collective level
(e.g., see figure 5.7).

8-8
MOZ,modified

CMO
modified

Figure 5.6: Modifying a CMO's component object

CMO CMO
modified

Figure 5.7: Modifying the CMO at the collective level
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5.6. The "copy"-function

Every object used for the creation of a CMO is a so called "instantiated object of a class-object".
Facilities that provide means to copy instantiated objects (with their information about internal
and external-relations) may be regarded as useful. A designer is allowed to modify a copied
object. Some remarks are made concerning the copied external relations. Consider an external
relation between a reference element of objecta and a target element of objectb. This is symboli
cally expressed as: objecta-objectb. When the copy action is performed on objecta, this may be
described as: objecta*:= copy(objectJ. Objecta* has the same external relation as objecta has with
objectb (objecta* - objectb). It is up to the designer whether he modifies this relation. He may
delete it: (objecta* - objectb) becomes (objecta*), or he may redefine it: (objecta* - objectb)
becomes (objecta*-* objectb), or he may choose another object instead of objectb:
(objecta*- objectb) becomes (objecta* - objectc). In all cases these relations have to be verified.

5.7. The "advice"-function

The advice function can help the designer with defining values of several parameters, or with
repairing non-manufacturability. For example, a default value has an advice function.

5.8. The "search"-function

The "search"-function can be necessary when the CMO consists of a lot of objects. This function
can be used to select objects that for example have to be modified or deleted at the same time.
Selection may be performed in several ways. For example, the designer can ask the system to find
a specific object: "find Objectx", or he can select an element of the CMO an ask for the object that
contains the element: "return the object that contains selected facex". This function can further be
helpful to find objects with special relations. This function creates information for other functions.

5.9. The "library managell-function

A "library manage"-function allows the designer to build his own CMO-library. It consists of sub
functions as: store CMO, delete CMO, rename CMO, copy CMO, search CMO, load CMO.
Apart from the information of the CMO structure the library contains also additional information
as CMO's date of creation or of last modification, classification of the CMO. This information is
useful to prevent from un-systematic CMO-libraries.
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Chapter 6. Discussion

In this chapter the following topics are discussed: CMOs as the complex counterpart of MOs, the
contribution of CMOs to the creation of product models, the syntax and semantic rules, the use of
special composition-functions, and additional facilities to define CMOs.

6.1. CMOs as complex counterparts of MOs

If CMOs fit the present 10M basics (see chapter 2), they may be used in the same way as MOs·
are used, and can then be regarded as the complex counterparts of MOs. Below is discussed
whether they fit the 10M basics. Consider a manufacturable MO and an arbitrary composition
manufacturable CMO. The process of applying an MO to the IDS is called "ApplyMO". In the
same way "applying a CMO to the IDS" can be called "ApplyCMO". Every ApplyCMO is recor
ded in the Design Tree in the same way as every ApplyMO is recorded in this tree (e.g., as shown
in figure 2.2). A difference between MOs and CMOs is that for each CMO a tree of composition
states is known (e.g. as shown in figure 5.1), while for an MO no such trees are known. The
method Implicit Location may be used to model the CMO location tolerances. This method can
also be used to model location tolerances of one CMO's complement object relative to another
complement object. For every ApplyCMO a Micro Process Plan can be generated in the same
way as is done for ApplyMOs. Furthermore, a Design Tree with ApplyCMOs can be mapped onto
the Manufacturing Tree (MT). The Manufacturing Machine Models that are consulted to check
the manufacturing processes as defined by the Micro Process Plan, can also be used. They can
further be consulted for the verification of CMO's composition-manufacturability. According to
chapter 3 for every manufacturable CMO Toolsvolumes can be generated. These Toolsvolumes
can be used to check the reachability (or application-access-manufacturability).

Although in the above no real proof is given that CMOs fit the 10M basics, there is no
reason to doubt why they would not fit. CMOs may therefore be regarded as the complex
counterparts of MOs.

6.2. The contribution of CMOs to the creation of product models

The present design operations that a designer has at his disposal in 10M can be described as:

• ( ... (stock\MO j )\ M02 ... )\M0n-

This means that only the set operator "difference" and objects "MOs" are used. The grouping of
objects is not supported before applying them to the IDS. The proposed design operations (see
figures 3.8b and 3.9b, chapter 3) show an increase in possibilities in the way a designer can
express his ideas. This increase is caused by allowing the designer to group objects before he
applies them as CMOs to the IDS. The creation of complex CMOs, however, may be a tedious
task. The designer has to think "in negative forms" (CMOs) although he wants to create a
"positive form" (IDS). The reason for regarding CMOs as negative forms is that in 10M mainly
milling operations are dealt with. The thinking in "negative" forms is difficult for CMOs in
comparison with MOs. One may create CMOs of which it is difficult to predict in the composition
step how it will affect the IDS form. It is expected that some designers may have problems with
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creating a complete CMO before applying it to the IDS. "Temporary applications" (see section
5.1) are meant to solve these problems. With this facility a designer can apply each composition
state of the CMO temporarily to the IDS. Other problems that have to be dealt with are existing
interrelations in the application step. Consider for example the level of complexity of the CMO's
application and the level of complexity of the MO's application. An MO can be defined with
relative ease, because a designer has a "survey in his mind" concerning the final result (IDS): he
can deal with the few possible existing interrelations during the application. When applying a
CMO, more interrelations can occur, even more than a designer can deal with. On the contrary,
when a designer is able to define a CMO that conforms his ideas, this CMO can be used to study
these interrelations. This may be performed in the following way. A CMO is temporarily applied
several times to the IDS, each time followed by manufacturability checks. Before a temporary
application is performed, the designer changes the CMO parameters in a structured way. In this
way a designer can search for the satisfactory parameters.

6.3. Syntax and semantic rules

The main topic in this report concerns how to compose CMOs and how to apply them. A theory
is described in chapters 3 and 4 from which syntax and semantic rules may be derived. Examples
of these rules are shown in appendix G without further explanation. The use of such rules require
knowledge about the set theory and milling processes. It is desirable to formalize them in the IDM
system to automate the verification of CMOs.

Syntax rules mainly concern set theoretical aspects. They are used to define the infor
mation of the CMO. No difficulties are expected with the formalization of these rules. Different
sets of syntax rules may be needed for same objects, because an object can contribute to more
than one design function. For example, MOs contribute to "remove"-functions, "create"
functions, and "repair"-functions. When an MO is directly applied to the IDS, it contributes to a
"removell-function: his volume encloses material to be removed from a physical stock. When the
MO is used for the creation of CMOs, it loses this engineering significance. When being used as a
Manufacturing Alternative (MOmJ to repair non-manufacturability, it contributes to the IIrepairll
function.
Another aspect of syntax rules concerns the definition of tolerance information. So far hardly any
rules have been found to define CMO's tolerance information in a structured way. The shown
alternative ways of defining this information (e.g., the use of complements) seem to be useful.

Semantic rules mainly concern technological aspects and are used to evaluate the CMO's
manufacturability. Formalizing these rules may be a tedious task: properties of material, machines,
processes, tools, and so on have to be described properly. These rules can easily contain errors
when wrong data is used, or when described relations concerning tolerance-, form-, access-, and
roughness-manufacturability differ from relations in reality. The following example shows another
possible cause of IIsemanticli errors. Consider rules concerning the applied spatial intersecting
CMOs (section 4.3.2): one person will regard such ApplyCMOs as illegal applications, while the
other does not. Both persons would therefore create different semantic rules, but whose rules
would be correct? This shows how easily "semanticll errors can be introduced. Attempts to pre
vent such errors seem hardly possible. One can ask whether it is desirable to create and to for
malize them. Requicha and Vandenbrande [Requicha 1989, pg 48] are of the opinion that: II .. it is
important to note at the outset that rules which ensure completely the manufacturability of a
feature are undesirable. Such rules would require too much information and force decisions that
are best deferred to later stages of the manufacturing cycle." Furthermore, such rules may restrict
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the designer's creativity unnecessarily. Instead of creating and formalizing them as much as
possible, design decisions could be left to the designer himself. For instance, instead of using rules
that prescribe exactly which surface quality has to be used, rules as: "surface quality should not be
defined too accurate" seem to make more sense. Such rules "remind" the designer of important
topics during the design actions, but do not prescribe design actions. They are called "heuristic"
rules to distinguish them from the other semantic rules.

6.4. Using special composition-functions

Objects as "Holes-matrix" and "Holes-arc" are in chapter 2 called "compound patterns". Objects
as 11 Curved-pocket" are called 11 group features". According to the terminology in this report these
features types are CMOs and can be defined as:

• CMOHo[es-matrix tlf- MOCylindrical.aholel U ... U MOCylindrical-hole k;

• CMOHo[es-arc +- MOCylindrical-hole,l U ... U MOCylindrical-hole m;

• CMOCurved-pocket Eo- MOS/otl U MOBended-s/ot, 90° U MOs/ot2-
CMOs as Holes-matrix may contain many objects. One can ask whether special composition
functions are desirable to define them. These functions may be compared with "procedures" in
Pascal-language. Consider the creation of a CMO Holes-matrix with (10*10=) 100 MOs Cylindri
cal-holes. The 100 MOs are identical except for their (x,y)-positions. The creation of this CMO is
a tedious task. The reason is that 100 MOs and 99 union operators have to be defined according
to chapters 3 and 4. A special "create"-function is desirable whose function arguments refer to
characteristic CMO properties: primary object (this is an MO Cylindrical-hole), number of rows
(#r) and columns (#c), distance between rows (dr) and columns (dc) , tolerances concerning
distance between rows (br) and columns (bc)' The following composition-function can be defined:

• CMOHoles-matrix +- UnionHoles(primary object:=MOCyl.hole,#r:=1O,#c:=10, dr' do br, bc)'

This expression consists of the definition of one MO Cylindrical-hole, and a function "UnionHoles"
including his function arguments. In this case it is obvious to use this short expression instead of
performing 99 set operators on 100 MOs. Both ways, however, result in the same CMO.
Other composition-functions can be used too. Assume that some of the MOs have to be modified.
When the modifications have certain characteristics, a function IModifyHoles" can be useful. The
function's arguments concern the definition of the characteristic modifications of the MOs, and the
selection of MOs to be modified. A way of selecting MOs is to define a 2-dimensional array, that
contains information about the MOs' matrix position -row and column (ri,ci)-:

• CMOHoles-matrix,mod +- ModifyHoles (MOCyl.hole,mod, arraySelectedMOs((rl>cl), ..(rn,cJ» .

Functions as shown in the above seem very promising. One can ask whether the designer should
be allowed to build his own composition-functions. This aspect will not be discussed in this report
any further.
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6.5. Additional facilities to create CMOs

Additional facilities as formalized sketches, functional planes, tolerance-solids, functional hier
archy and tolerance hierarchy are discussed below. Consider the following example. Assume a
designer wants to create the CMO as shown in figure 6.2a. The creation is performed as described
in chapter 3 and 4: five MOs Slot (see figure 6.1: CMOz) are combined with one MO Planar
material-removal. When the resulting CMO is applied to a stock, a product model may be ob
tained as shown in figure 6.2b. Undoubtedly a designer will succeed in finishing this product
model with the knowledge of chapters 3 and 4, but it may require a lot of his effort. Two
problems are expected with designing this product model: the thinking in "negativell forms when
dealing with IImilled productsll

, and the definition of tolerance information of these negative
forms. Apart from facilities as "temporary subtractions" (section 5.1) and approaches as "defining
tolerance information when the entire CMO has been created" (section 3.3.2), the additional
facilities also support the definition of CMOs. They mainly concern the definition of the CMO's
form and tolerance information.

Figure 6.1: Five MOs Slot composed to CMOZ

CMO := CMO IVMO P1anar-material-removal

(a) final composition state of CMO (b) Final Design State, (product model)

Figure 6.2: Creating complete CMO and applying it to the stock

6.5.1. The formalized sketch

A formalized sketch is used to support the designer with the creation of the entire CMO's form.
This facility offers a mean of thinking and designing in "positive" forms. In sections 2.2 and 3.3.2
is shown that a "rough" sketch of the final product model is created by the designer, before he
starts to create a CMO. He may create such a sketch on paper or in his mind, but he may also
create a solid model of it. In appendix J an example is given how this may be performed. This
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formalized sketch will strongly look like the desired Final Design State (the product model), but it
is definitely not the same object. The formalized sketch contains geometrical and topological
information. Apart from this information the Final Design State also contains information about
how it can be manufactured.

In appendix J is shown how the formalized sketch may be used to define the forms of the
stock and CMO's initial composition state (CMOcs 0)' The dimensions of the stock may be
derived from the dimensions of the sketch's bounding box. The CMOcs o's form can be found by
subtracting the formalized sketch from the stock: this CMO conforms to the volume that has to be
removed from the stock in order to create the form of the desired product model. The use of the
formalized sketch has also his limitations. It may help to define information, as tolerances of the
CMOcs 0' but this information is determined by the designer. Furthermore, the CMO derived by
the formalized sketch not necessarily has to be manufacturable. The CMO must be verified and in
case of existing non-manufacturability it must be repaired. During the repairing the formalized
sketch can only be used indirectly. See e.g., appendix J: the form of CMOcs 0 in the example is
not composition-farm-manufacturable. The formalized sketch cannot determine which repairing is
needed, but it can help to reason about it. The designer has to decide by himself how he repairs
the CMO. Finally, after the manufacturable CMO has been applied to the IDS, the form of the
Final Design State can be compared with the form of the formalized sketch. This comparison
shows how much the final product model differs from the original planned ideas.

6.5.2. Functional planes, Tolerance solids, Functional- and Tolerance Hierarchy

Formalized sketches may be helpful to define CMO's tolerance information in combination with
facilities as functional planes, tolerance solids, functional- and tolerance-hierarchy. Below is
explained what is meant with these facilities. Their use is shown in appendix J.

_/_------'7 physical faces one functional plane

(a) example of functional-plane (b) physical faces of the fonnalized sketch (c) mapping physical faces onto functional plane

Figure 6.3: Functional planes and their physical counterparts

A functional plane is an imaginary flat face (see figure 6.3a) that contains one or more parts. The
parts refer to physical faces on the formalized sketch. Parts that are contained by one functional
plane refer to physical faces that contribute to the same function. Consider the formalized sketch
as shown in figure 6.3b. When for example physical faces 5 and 6 contribute to the same function,
they are both mapped onto the same functional plane as shown in figure 6.3c. It is up to the
designer which physical faces are expected to contribute to the same function. One physical face
may contribute to more than one function in which case it is mapped onto more than one
functional plane. On the contrary one functional plane can contain at the most one face of each
physical face. For example, face 5 cannot be contained twice in the same functional plane.
The parts contained by the functional plane are divided in reference and target parts. A reference
part is regarded as an ideal physical face that conforms exactly to his nominal dimensions. For
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each functional plane only one reference part may be defined. A target part refers to a physical
face that is allowed to have inaccuracies with respect to the reference part. This part is allowed to
be located within an imaginary space or tolerance solid. As long as it is located within this space
it can contribute to the function. A functional plane may contain one or more target parts. For
each target part a tolerance solid has to be defined. In other words, each target part is implicitly
located relative to the reference part. Figures 6.4b and 6.4c show face 5 as a reference part and
face 6 as a target part including his tolerance solid. After the reference part, target parts and
tolerance solids have been defined, the following step consists of deriving the functional hierarchy
for this functional plane (see figure 6.4d). Notice that the point refers to the reference part. The
line means that a tolerance solid is defined for the target part.

(a) example of functional plane

/W!~:; ~ S,ref_reID" 6' .........

( ~-
(b) tolerance solid (c) reference part and target part

5

1
6

(d) functional hierarchy

Figure 6.4: Functional plane and tolerance solid

The following remarks are made about the above. Every tolerance solid defined in a functional
plane can be mapped onto a unique tolerance solid located in the formalized sketch. A tolerance
solid in the formalized sketch describes an imaginary space in which a physical face has to be
located. As long as the face is located in this space it is able to contribute to a certain function.
This way of defining tolerances differs with tolerancing standards, as for instance NEN-ISO 1101
in such a way that the tolerance information is defined as solids instead of numerical values.
Because the location and the form of the solids are unique defined, no ambiguity will occur.
Furthermore, when a functional plane contains more than one target part, a designer is allowed to
define a proportional number of tolerance solids. He may also define one tolerance solid for all
target parts. This tolerance solid will be divided into correct single tolerance solids for each target
part. Finally, in case that only one physical face is mapped onto the functional plane, the part
contained by the plane is called a target part. For this part also a tolerance solid has to be defined.

1 11 2 4 1 1
-- ~ _4_ I _11111111111.IIIIIIIIID I 2A 4

-- 1 -~ y-l-l_I~III;~I;D-I-2~ -r
------~-----~--~--

_1_ 4 I 1 illllillUlllllllm I , I
- - - - - - ~ - - - - - -4 - - ....1 -I-

I 1 3 4 3 I
~Y4 ~~IA

- - - - _-=-.1 -.l-! _ ~ _1_

1

A)
2 4

(a) physical faces (b) functional-planes

I

(c) fune.hier. (d) functional hierarchy
of each fune.plane of entire formalized sketch

Figure 6.5: Deriving functional hierarchy of entire sketch

Consider the example of an invented formalized sketch whose form does not matter at this time.
Only four of his physical faces are of importance in this example. Four sets of faces are defined as
shown in figure 6.5a. Each set contains faces that contribute to the same function. This means that
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four functional planes can be defined (see figure 6.5b). Notice that each functional plane contains
one reference part and one or more target parts. Furthennore, tolerance solids are defined for
each target part. Figure 6.5c shows the functional hierarchies of each plane. Finally, these hierar
chies are combined to one functional hierarchy for the "entire" fonnalized sketch (see figure 6.5d).
Such a combined hierarchy may be regarded as useful from the functional viewpoint, but from the
viewpoint of tolerance infonnation it is not. One of the reasons is, that more than one tolerance
solid can be defined for one physical face. This leads to the question which of the defined solids
should be used? Furthennore, consider a face as the reference part for another face. According to
the above it is legal to create functional hierarchies in which the other face at the same time can be
a reference part for the first face. Technologically seen this is not correct because both faces
depend on each other. The functional hierarchy can therefore not be used for the verification of
tolerance-manufacturability. A so called tolerance hierarchy is defined which is derived from the
combined functional hierarchy. The tolerance hierarchy can be used for the verification of
tolerance-manufacturability.

(a)

(b)

~ face 2

1s~

2~>'
1st face 4
~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII[D>\ ------7

2n~llllllllliiiiillillm _ r. <lllill 1111111111 II>

3rd(lllllllliiiillllllllD /

1 face 1 1

.::~3 - face 3 .~
(c)

~
------7

,," II 3
I, II ,.-

face~
-7 I, II ,.-

'. .,
'. .'

2 4 2 4

Figure 6.6: How to create tolerance hierarchies

In a tolerance hierarchy for each physical face only one tolerance solid is defined. When several
tolerance solids exist for one physical face, it is suggested to perfonn the intersection operator on
these solids. The result of this intersection is one unique tolerance solid for this physical face (see
figure 6.6a). Furthennore, for each target part only one reference part may be defined. When in
the functional hierarchy several reference parts are defined for one target part, one of these has to
be selected and the others have to be rejected. This means that only "one unique way" exist to
"find" a particular target part in the tolerance hierarchy (see figure 6.6b). Hierarchies in which a
reference part has target parts, which indirectly or directly are reference parts of the first reference
part are not allowed (see figure 6.6c). In cases as shown in figures 6.6b and 6.6c the designer has
to decide which of these parts become the reference part. He may choose, for instance the least
critical face to be the reference part. These restrictions result in the tolerance hierarchy as shown
in figure 6.7.
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2 4

functional hierarchy

1
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2 4

tolerance hierarchy

Figure 6.7: Mapping functional hierarchy onto tolerance hierarchy

Notice that this tolerance hierarchy is based on the boundary of the formalized sketch. The goal
was to define tolerance information for the CMO. Instead of mapping formalized sketch's faces
onto functional planes, one can map the faces of the CMO's initial composition state onto the
functional planes. This is performed in the same way as is described for the formalized sketch's
faces. One is also allowed to create functional planes based on the formalized sketch's boundary,
followed by translating these functional planes into functional faces based on the CMO's
boundary. This appears to be correct because every face on the formalized sketch coincides with a
face on the CMO's initial composition state. See for instance the example of appendix J. In this
example is also shown how the tolerance information may be derived concerning the CMO's
component objects.
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Chapter 7. Conclusions and recommendations

7.1. Conclusions

The use of CMO-like objects concerning Feature Based Design is a rather new and unknown
subject. In present literature mostly unions of simple manufacturable objects have been discussed
such as "compound patterns" and "compound sets". The CMO-theory as presented in this report
does not only deal with manufacturability aspects of union operations but with manufacturability
aspects of intersection and difference operations as well. An important conclusion of performing
set operators on manufacturable objects is that the resulting CMO not necessarily has to be manu
facturable. This non-manufacturability is caused by conflicting relations between CMO's toler
ances, form, surface quality and accessibility. In case of existing non-form-manufacturability ob
jects as Primitive Objects (POs) and Manufacturing Alternatives (MOsmJ may be used success
fully to repair the CMO. No concrete methods have been found to repair other cases of non
manufacturability.

When creating a CMO, one must have knowledge about the set theory and milling techno
logy. Formalization of this knowledge in the 10M-system is necessary to automate the verification
of CMOs. The formalization of the set theory can be performed easily because this knowledge is
rather objective. The knowledge about milling technology can only partly be formalized, because
it is rather subjective and strongly depends on the manufacturing feasibility. This formalization
requires a lot of effort, and may easily introduce "semantic errors" in the system.

When the CMO-theory could be formalized as described in the above, the creation of a
CMO can still be a tedious task. The definition of many set operators and objects is necessary for
the creation of large CMOs such as Holes-matrix. Special composition-functions may be regarded
as helpful functions that only require the definition of characteristic properties.
Furthermore, the translation of requirements of the desired product into information of the CMO
can be difficult. The reason is that product's requirements often refer to "positive" forms, while
the CMO information concerns "negative" forms. The facility "temporary application" may be re
garded as useful, because it shows how the CMO in progress affects the form of the IDS. When
using the facility "formalized sketch" with facilities as functional planes, tolerance solids,
functional- and tolerance hierarchy, the designer should be able to translate his ideas into the
CMO information more easily.

Composition-manufacturable CMOs may be regarded as the complex counterparts of
MOs, because they fit the basics of 10M. They offer the designer in comparison with MOs an
increase in possibilities in the way he can express his design ideas. Furthermore, they can be re
used to analyze relations between several manufacturability types by changing the CMO's
parameters in a structured way. Such analyses may help the designer to design a satisfactory
product model.
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7.2. Recommendations

The synthesized CMO knowledge mainly concerns high level aspects of manufacturability. The
presented results may be regarded as useful, but more results are needed to understand the
creation and the use of CMO in a better way. This especially holds for the definition of 3D CMOs
and their manufacturability predictions in the composition step. It is recommended to perform
further research concerning detailed aspects of access-, form-, tolerance-, and roughness
manufacturability.

The repairing of CMOs need further investigation. Aspects to be investigated are the
finding of the right repairing objects, and the repairing of one type of non-manufacturability while
creating at the same time another type of non-manufacturability.

Facilities as formalized-sketches, functional planes, tolerance solids, functional- and
tolerance-hierarchy have to be worked out further. Their concepts as shown in this report seem
very promising but may contain inconsistencies.

The implementation of additional IDM functions as shown in this report has not been
investigated. Special attention has to be paid to the "modify"- and "delete"-function when using
them at the level of the CMO's component objects. These functions require further investigation,
because their use can affect the CMO's manufacturability very easily. It is further recommended to
investigate how to deal with modifications on the level of the CMO: such modifications affect
properties of the whole CMO. Furthermore, more investigations are necessary concerning the
prevention of un-systematic self-built CMO-libraries.

In this report CMOs have been regarded as the design and process planning counterpart of
milling operations. It is recommended to find out how they can be used as counterparts of for
instance assembly and deforming operations.

Finally, no attention has been paid to "economics". Apart from the "technological"-manu
facturability the real manufacturability of a product depends on what it costs to realize the
product. It is therefore recommended to investigate this aspect in more detail.
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AAB

A
AUB
AflB

if ,then
is implied by
if and only if
for all x
there exists a value x
becomes
is equal to
is not equal to
is greater than
is greater than or equal to
is much greater than
is less than; is smaller than
is less than or equal to
is much less than
infinite

se1 element of swept face
position of se~
volume element
position vector of ve~
normal vector of swept face
height
an object being projected
according to its sweeping
direction

facescMO faces of the CMO’s
boundary

Applied Manufacturable
Object
Applied Composed
Manufacturable Object
Boundary Representation
Composed Manufacturable
Object
Constructive Solid
Geometry representation
Design Tree
Intergration of Design and
Manufacturing
Intermediate Design State
Initial Design State
Final Design State
set of Manufacturing
Alternatives
set of Manufacturing
Alternatives of an inside face
Manufacturing Machine
Model
Manufacturing Alternative
Manufacturing Alternatives
Micro Process Plan
Manufacturing Tree
Manufacturable Object
Primitive Object

A

V

not
and
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a
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Y~j
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h
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a CA a is an element of the set A
b ~ A b is not element of the set A
0 the empty set
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{x I P(x)} the set of all x with the
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Appendix A: Description of the study "Composed Manufacturable Objects"

TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITEIT EINDHOVEN
Faculteit Werktuigbouwkunde
Vakgroep Produktietechnologie en Automatisering

Afstudeeropdracht
Afstudeerhoogleraar
Begeleiders

Onderwero

Toelichting:

: J.M.M. Zentjens
: Prof. dr. ir. A.c.I:i. van der Wolf
: Dr. ir. EL.M. Delbressine
Ir. W.A.H. de Vries

: Het samenstellen van 2~ D elementen tot een 'Composed
Manufacturable Object'.

In het IDM-systeem is het mogelijk om de maakbaarheid van een ontwerp te evalueren aan de hand van de
geometrische elementen, waarmee het is opgebouwd. Deze geometrische elementen, Manufacturable
Objects, bezitten o.a. technologie die kan controleren of de MO kan worden gemaakt en of het op een
bepaalde positie / orientatie kan worden toegepast. Meerdere MO's kunnen worden samengesteld tot cen
'Composed Manufacturable Object' (CMO). Dit heeft o.a. als voordeel dat de bewerkingsoperaties kunnen
worden gecombineerd. Ben nadeel is echter dat de maakbaarheid niet zonder meer kan worden
gegarandeerd.

Er wordt van uitgegaan dat de CMO negatief wordt toegepast op de 'Stock' of de 'Intermediate Design
State'. Als uitgangsvorm voor het samenstellen van een CMO worden 2~ D elementen genomen.

Opdracht:

•

•
•
•
•

Raak vertrouwd met de hierboven beschreven problematiek en de onorthodoxe denkwijze van
bet IDM-systeem.
Bestudeer de bestaande literatuur over het IDM-systeem.
Definieer 2~ D Manufacturable Objects.
Beschrijf hoe de verschillende MO's kunnen worden samengesteld tot een CMO.
Onderzoek hiema de mogelijkheid om 'Primitive Objects' te gebruiken bij het samenstellen van
eenCMO.

Dr. ir. F.L.M. DelbressineProf. dr. ir. AC.H. van der Wolf
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Appendix B: Glossary

Accessibility:
Accessibility describes the tool's possibilities to reach an object that is applied to the IDS.

Application operation:
Set operation performed on the CMO and an IDS. In this report the set operation "difference
(\)" is performed on these objects. It is the design and manufacturing process planning
counterpart of a (milling) manufacturing operation. An application operation is also called
"Manufacturable Design Transformation".

Application step:
The step in the geometrical design phase when a CMO is applied to the IDS. It consists of
items "definition how the CMO is applied to the IDS", and "verification of the application".

Applied Composed Manufacturable ObjectACMO (or Applied Manufacturable ObjectAMO):
See "Object".

ApplyMO (or ApplyCMO):
The process of performing one (in principle manufacturable) design transformation.
Apply(C)MO is the short notation for "apply an MO (or CMO) to the IDS".

Approach vector:
The approach vector conforms to the direction from which an MO at least must be reached
by a tool. For 2~O MOs this direction equals the sweeping direction of this MO: such an
MO has normally two opposite approach directions. Approach directions are called
"machining directions" according to the present 10M-terminology.

Boundary Representation (Brep):
Brep is a Solid Modeling method for describing a physical solid object in terms of his topo
logical entities: the object's boundary is divided into a finite number of faces. Usually the
object is modeled by a graph corresponding to a hierarchy of topological entities (faces,
edges, vertices), and validated via Euler-Poincare equations.

Bounding Box:
A box that is a hull for several other objects. In the present 10M system the coordinate sys
tem of the bounding box can be used to locate objects in the composition step.

Composed Manufacturable Object (CMO):
See "Object".
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Composition operation:
Set operation performed on objects to create a CMO. A composition operation consists of
one of the following set operators: "union (U)", "intersection (n)", or "difference (\)".

Composition State (CS):
A composition state is an intermediate state of the CMO during his creation. Every com
position action concerning a CMO in progress is recorded in a CSG tree. Composition states
illustrate how the CMO evolves. A CMO in composition state CS i is denoted as CMOcs i'

Composition step:
The step in the geometrical design phase when MOs and POs are defined, and the CMO is
created. It consists of items "selection of objects that constitute the CMO", "definition of
relations between these objects", and "verification of these objects and the CMO".

Constructive Solid Geometry representation (CSG):
CSG is a Solid Modeling method for describing a physical solid object in terms of simpler
solids. The simple solids are subtracted from or added to each other. Usually a physical
object is modeled as a binary tree whose leaf nodes are half-spaces or primitives, and whose
interior nodes are regularized Boolean set operators.

Design phase
Conceptual -:
The conceptual design phase is the phase in which the need for a product is transformed into
ideas. This phase is in large measure a creative and an inventive process. It results in a set of
possible solutions to the problem posed, and set of requirements.

Geometrical -:
The geometrical design phase is the phase in which the product ideas are transformed into
product designs or product models, using defined product requirements. This phase deals
with physical function, form, fit, tolerance, weight, stiffness, and so on. These physical
qualities are the means by which the functions that the product has to perform may be
realized. The primary purpose of this phase is the generation of an unambiguous, complete
representation of the product, one that can be manufactured.

Design State
Final - (FDS):
The Final Design State of the product model.

Intermediate - (IDS):
The design state of the product model during the geometrical design phase. The subscript "i"
of IDSi is being used to distinguish the different intermediate design states.

Initial - (IDSo):
The first design state of the product model.
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Design Tree (DT):
A data structure that contains the initial design and all design operations successively applied
to the product design. It may be regarded as a CSG tree.

Feature:
Features are generic shapes with which engineers associate certain properties or attributes
and knowledge useful in reasoning about the product. They are used for the creation of
product models.

Feature Based Design:
A design approach by which the part geometry of a product model is defined directly in terms
of features. Hallows to check the product model in progress continuously for manufac
turability. "Feature Based Design" is also called "Design by Features".

Feature Recognition (Automatic -):
A geometric product model is created first, and then a computer program processes the
database to discover and extract features automatically.

Final Design State (FDS):
See "Design State".

Fixtures:
Means of positioning and orienting a stock. Fixtures hold the stock at the same location
during the time the stock is processed.

Functional plane:
A functional plane is an imaginary flat face that contains one or more parts including
tolerance solids. These parts may be either reference or target parts. They all refer to faces on
the formalized sketch or CMO's initial composition state. Parts that are contained by one
functional plane refer to physical faces that contribute to the same function.

Hierarchy:
Functional -:
Functional hierarchy illustrates how physical faces are functional related. A collection of
several functional hierarchies of functional planes is called a combined functional hierarchy.

Tolerance -:
Tolerance hierarchy is the technological counterpart of a functional hierarchy.

Implicit Location:
Implicit Location is a method to specify the location (position and orientation) of an MO or a
CMO relative to another object.

Integration ofDesign and Manufacturing (IDM):
IDM is a Feature Based Design approach whose features are called Manufacturable Objects.
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Initial Design State (IDSo):
See "Design State".

Intermediate Design State (IDS):
See "Design State".

Manufacturability

The quality of a design object from the viewpoint of manufacturing feasibility.

(Application-) access -:
Access manufacturability expresses whether an applied object can be reached by a tool,
without intersecting other volumes of objects.

Application-:
This expresses whether properties of the applied object conflict with the defined manufac
turing feasibility. Four types of application manufacturability are defined: application-form-,
application-access-, application-tolerance-, and application-roughness-manufacturability.

Composition-:
This expresses whether CMO's properties conflict with the defined manufacturing feasibility.
Three types of composition manufacturability are known: composition-form-, composition
tolerance- and composition-roughness-manufacturability.

(Application-/composition-)form-:
Form-manufacturability expresses whether the defined (A)CMO's form can be realized with
the available tools, known from the defined manufacturing feasibility.

(Application-/composition-)roughness -:
Roughness-manufacturability expresses whether the defined (A)CMO's surface quality
conflict with the possible surface quality known from the defined manufacturing feasibility.

(Application-/composition-)tolerance -:
Tolerance-manufacturability expresses whether the defined (A)CMO's tolerances conflict
with the possible tolerances known from the defined manufacturing feasibility.

Manufacturable Object (MO):
See "Object".

Manufacturing Alternative (MOm):
A Manufacturing Alternative is an MO that is used for reasoning about manufacturability
possibilities. They may be regarded as alternative ways of creating a (real) face on the IDS.
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Manufacturing Machine Model (MMM):
Manufacturing Machine Model is a formal description of the restrictions of the manufacturing
machine; it introduces the available machinery and equipment -in particular theirs limitations
into the design phase.

Manufacturing Tree (MT):
A data structure containing information about set-ups, required manufacturing processes for
each set-up, and fixtures. In conventional terminology this would be called a "Process Plan".

Micro Process Plan (MPP):
A sequence of basic manufacturing processes which, when combined, are able to manufacture
the design operation of an applied MO according to his specifications.

Object
2lfill - :
An object whose boundary is the hull of a linear sweeping operation. During this operation a
2D face ("swept face") is linearly swept according to the direction to which the normal vector
of the 20 face points ("sweeping direction"). Quasi 2~D objects are objects whose form
consists of several 2~D parts with same sweeping direction.

Applied Manufacturable - (AMO):
The part of an MO that is element of the old IDS but is no longer element of the new IDS.

Applied Composed Manufacturable - (ACMO):
The part of a CMO that is element of the old IDS but is no longer element of the new IDS.

Complement - :
An object's complement (denoted as " object- ") conforms the following property of the set
theory: A- = G \A.

Composed Manufacturable - (CMO):
A CMO is a reflection of the function a designer wants to be performed. This reflection is ex
pressed by a set of objects, and by sets of form-, location-, surface-roughness- or tolerance
relations between these objects. These objects are related in such a way that the CMO can be
manufactured in principle. The CMO in a composition state CS i is denoted as: CMOcs i'

Freeform -:
Freeform objects are 2~D objects, whose 20 swept face is defined by a designer. The swept
face consists of straight or circular parts. The object's form-manufacturability depends on
some rules concerning angles between inner sides, distance between inner and outer sides,
radius of cylindrical sides.
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Manufacturable - (MO):
Manufacturable Object (MO) is a mean for the handling of manufacturing restrictions in the
geometrical design phase. The rules associated with MOs formalize knowledge about what
shapes can be manufactured in which application context.

Primary -:
Object used for the creation of a CMO. It is used in the following way:
CMOcs i - [primary objectJi.z [set operatorJi [secondary object]j'

Primitive - (PO):
A Primitive Object (PO) is an object with a primitive form. In principle it does not need to be
manufacturable. In this report they are mainly used to repair not form-manufacturable CMOs.

Reference -:
A reference object may be any arbitrarily chosen object (e.g. stock, MO, face, edge, vertex).
It is one of the two objects needed to define a relation. A special type of this object is the so
called "reference part" that is contained by a functional plane.

Secondary -:
Object used for the creation of a CMO. His composition changes the CMO's state. It is used
in the following way: CMOcs i - [primary objectJi.z [set operator]i [secondary object]i'

Product Model:
An abstraction of the physical product a designer wants to be realized. It describes the
product's geometrical and technological aspects. Instead of the name "Product Model" the
names "Design Model" or "Product Design" may be used too.

Primary object:
See "Object".

Primitive object-(PO):
See "Object".

Reference Object:
See "Object".

Reachability:
See"Accessibility".

Rules
Heuristic -:
Rules that remind the designer of important issues during his design actions and are based on
experience. They may be regarded as special semantic rules.
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Semantic -:
Rules, that guarantee the manufacturability of the created CMO or defined MO.

Syntax -:
Syntax rules guarantee that a CMO is defined correctly. A syntactic correct CMO not
necessarily has to be manufacturable.

Secondary object:
See "Object".

Set:
Number of things of the same kind, that belong together because they are similar or
complementary to each other.

Set-up:
A set-up is the description of the position and orientation of the raw stock material or pre
machined workpiece on the selected manufacturing machine plus the ApplyMOs to be
machined in that alignment.

Solid Modeling:
Solid modeling refers to a class of methods to create geometrical models of physical solid
objects. Two important methods are known: Constructive Solid Geometry representation
(CSG) and Boundary Representation (Brep).

Stock:
Stock is an object that refers to a possible Initial Design State (IDS 0). The object "Stock"
not necessarily refers to the piece of material coming from the stores. This piece of material
may require pre-processing actions.

Target part:
A target part is one of the two part types contained by a functional plane. It refers to a
physical face that is allowed to have inaccuracies with respect to the reference part. This part
is allowed to be located within an imaginary space or tolerance solid. As long as it is located
within this space it can contribute to a certain function.

Tolerance
External- (of an MO):
Tolerances concerning location (=position and orientation) of an MO with respect to a so
called "reference object".

Internal- (of an MO):
MO's tolerances concerning forms, sizes, surface quality, et ceteras.

- hierarchy:
See "Hierarchy".
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- solid:
A tolerance solid is a unique imaginary space in which a physical face has to be positioned.

Toolsvolumes:
Toolsvolumes are the design equivalent of the volume generated by the tools, the machine
and their movements during the creation of the product. They are used to verify the accessibi
lity of an applied object. They contribute to the verification of the final state of the product
design, and the way in which the final state is achieved.

Verify:
To attest to the truth of something. In this report it is used in the context of checking whether
an object is syntactically correct and manufacturable.
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Appendix C: Manu!

C.l: Me Cylindrical-hoL

-cD..

height

)f applied MO Cylindrical-hole

Co2: Me Threaded-hole:

" of applied MO Threaded-hole

Itool tip b

1,

I -

1\
I
,

t
I

I

1\
_.

heigh

C.3: Me Slot:*)

length Example of applied MO Slot
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C.4: Me Rectangular-pocket:*)

-- length - Example of applied MO Rectangular-pocket

/ I d' _ /\,
o ra IUS/- -- -+ -- -- - width

I

C.5: Me Bended-slot:*)

outer radius
inner radius

slot-width

________----I__C$hl
C.6: Me Curved-pocket:**)

side-length

Example of applied MO Bended-slot

Example of applied MO Curved-pocket

inner radius
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C.?: MO Holes-matrix:"')

lateral distance

Example of applied MO Holes-matrix

vertical
distance MO Cylindrical-hole

<f
Number of rows, and columns

C.8: MO Holes-arc:"')

Number of Cylindrical-holes
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C.g: MO Rounded-pocket: u *)

length
Example of applied MO Rounded-pocket

height

11\

width

\11

fTi>nt radius~

elO: MO Spherical-hole:*U)
Example of applied MO Spherical-hole

-J?)-
~adius
st5

ell: MO Planar-material-removal:*)
Example of applied MO Planar-material-removal

normal vector

00

Remarks:

*): These objects are used for the creation of CMOs.
U): These objects may be regarded as CMOs.
*U): These objects are 3D objects.
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Appendix 0: Primitive Objects

D.l: PO Box:

length

___,-__ITheight

I
I

- - - - T - - - I-

,

I

connection planes:
- 6 flat faces

width

D.2: PO Cylinder:

diameter

connection planes:
- top face
- bottom face

L....-__..,......__.....ITheight

D.3: PO Wedge:

length

connection planes:
- 4 flat faces

width - 1 sloping surface (special)

______ITheight
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D.4: PO Hollow-wedge:

/

connection planes:
- top face
- bottom face
- 2 side flat side faces
- cylindrical side face (special)

'--__ITheight 0' < wedge-angle < 180'

D.5: PO Curved-wedge:

'-- ITheight

D.6: PO Planar-removal:

normal vector

00

D.?: PO Freeform-pocket:

connection planes:
- top face
- bottom face
- 2 side flat side faces
- cylindrical side face (special)

0° < wedge-angle < 360°

connection planes:
-1 face

D.8: PO Contour:

connection planes:
- top face
- bottom face
- flat parts of side face
- curved parts (90°) of

contour (special)
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Appendix E: Aspects of the Set Theory

In this appendix a summary is given of the set theory according to [Kuratowski 1976, pg 4-20].
Furthermore, a definition of "2lhD solid objects" is given: this definition is based on set theory.

The basic notion of set theory is the concept of set. A set is a number of things of the same
kind, that belong together because they are similar or complementary to each other. These things
are called "elements" of the set.
Ifvariables a, b, c, ... are defined as elements of sets, and variables A, B, C, ... as sets, then
• a E A means: a is an element of the set A;
• b $A means: b is not an element of the set A.
Sets are often represented by means of Venn-diagrams as shown in figure E.1. In this figure
elements are numbers, but other objects can also be considered as elements of a set, for instance:
set CAR = {Lada, Ford, Fiat}, set ANIMAL ={lion, elephant, dog}.
Sets can be finite or infinite. The shown sets A and B are finite, because their elements can be
enumerated. Infinite sets cannot be enumerated, e.g., set C containing complex numbers.

Figure E.1: Venn-diagrams

8 A={1,2,3,4}

B ={4, S, 6, 7}

3EA 4EA
3~B 4EB
6EB 8~A

6~A 8~B

Two sets A and B are equal when they contain the same elements:
• A =B :<=> Vx (x E A <=> x E B).

For example: {I, 2, 3, 4} = {3, 1,4, 2}.
Often conditions are used to select the elements. Some conditions result in empty sets 0. An
empty set is defined as:

• 0:={xlx;oex}.

Some elements of one set can also be element of another set. When all elements of A are
contained by B, this is defined as (see figure E.2):

• A C B := <=> Vx (x E A~ x E B).

In this case the possibility exists that A = B. To express that at least elements of B can be found
that are not element of A, the following definition is used (see figure E.2):

• A C B := <=> A C B " A ;oe B.

or in words: A is a proper subset of B.
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As;;B
AcB

A s;; B 1\ B s;; e -=I> A s;;: e
AcB 1\ Bce -Ace

Figure E.2: Sets being contained by other sets

In the set theory operations can be performed on sets. The following set operators are known:
difference (\), intersection (n), and union (U). Furthermore, the set operator symmetric difference
(8) is defined. This operator may be regarded as a combination of difference and union operators.

Definition set operator difference:

• A \ B := {x Ix E A i\ X Et B}.
A \ B is a set whose elements belong to A, but belong not to B (see figure E.3). If A C G,
then G\A is the so called "complement set of set A" (A-). Of course, G must be defined as a
basic set. Also can be defined:
• x E G => (x E A- ¢> -,x E A).

A=G\A
\A\B=0III~--A\B

Figure E.3: Examples of difference operations

Definition set operator intersection:
• A IIB:= {x Ix E A i\ X E B}.
An B is a set whose elements belong to A and B (see figure EA).

@~ C0(0
AnB=0

Figure E.4: Examples of intersection operations
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Definition set operator union:
• AUB:={xlxEAvxEB}.
A U B is a set whose elements belong to A or B (see figure E.5).

O-Ie •• _II/AVB

Figure E.5: Examples of union operations

Definition set operator symmetric difference:
• A L\ B := (A \ B) U (B \ A).
The elements of the set A L\ B are those elements which belong to A and not to B together
with those objects which belong to B and not to A (see figure E.6).

Figure E.6: The symmetric difference of two sets A and B

Important properties concerning the intersection and union operator:
• the commutative laws:

• AUB=BUA;
• AnB=BnA;

• the associative laws:
• (A U B) U C = A U (B U C)
• (A n B) n C = A n (B n C);

• the distributive laws:
• A U (B n C) = (A U B) n (A U C)
• A n (B U C) = (A n B) U (A n C);

• the laws oftautology:
• AUA=A;
• AnA=A.-

The following properties are defined for the difference operator:
• (A \ B) \ C =A \ (B U C);

• A \ (A \ B) = A n B;
• A \ B =A n B-.
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For empty sets following rules are known:
• A n 0 = 0, A U 0 = A;

A n G = A, AUG = G;
• A n A- =0, A U A- =G.

Finally, the rules of Oe Morgan are known for two sets A and B:
• (A n B)- =A- U B-;
• (A U B)- =A- n B-.

2lfill Objects:
Solid objects may be regarded as sets, whose elements are called volume elements: vej E object.
A special type of solid objects is the 2lhO object. This object is created when a 20 (flat) limited
surface (also called swept face) is linearly swept. Linearly swept means that the swept face is
swept according to the direction in which his normal vector points. The direction of the normal
vector is called the sweeping direction. In case the object is an MO (appendix C) the sweeping
direction is called the approach direction or machining direction.
2lhD objects are defined as:

• {vej I~= ~ + ATIs, when AE [O,h]},

ve·= se· + An
~..., =5

where~ is the position of a volume element,~ is the position of a swept face element seb !!s is
the sweeping direction, and h is the sweeping distance (also called 'height'). More formal
definitions are given in e.g., [Hui 1992, pg 106-107], but the description given here is sufficient.
Figure E.7 shows an example of a 2lhO solid object "Cylinder". This object is created when the
swept face "circular plane" is linear swept. An object is not 2lhD, ifit does not contain one swept
face, or when it has a swept face that cannot be linear swept: a torus is for example an object with
a swept face, but it is not a 2lhO object. An object is a so called "quasi 2lhO" object, when it
contains 2lhD parts that have the same sweeping directions.

n

Figure E.7: 2~D object
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Appendix F: Motivation of combination restrictions

Figures F.1 and F.2 show the elementary combination types concerning objects (as MOs) and set
operators (as intersection) in order to create a CMO or IDS. A combination type consists of two
objects and a set operator. They are called "elementary" because every composition of more than
two objects can be described in terms of these elementary types. The figures below should be read
as: objectb is combined with objecta• Objecta and objectb are called a pair. The combinations
objecta [n ,U ,\} objectb are numbered from 1 to 42. In this appendix is described why not
every possible elementary combination type is investigated. Notice that the objects MO and PO
are described in appendices C and D. The set operators are described in appendix E.

~
pq, pO; M<\ M~ CMq, CMO~

pbject.

po. nu\ 1 nu\ 2 nu\ 3 nu\ 4 nu\ 5 nu\ 6

PO: nu\ 7 nu\ 8 nu\ 9 nu\ 10 nu\ 11 nu\ 12

MO nu\ 13 nu\ nu\ nu\ nu\ 17 nu\ 18• 14 15 16

MO: nu\ 19 nu\ 20 nu\ 21 nu\ 22 nu\ 23 nu\ 24

CMO• nu\ 25 nu\ 26 nu\ 27 nu\ 28 nu\ 29 nu\ 30

CMO: nu\ 31 nu\ 32 nu\ 33 nu\ 34 nu\ 35 nu\ 36

Figure F.l: 108 possible elementary CMO creation operations

~
pq, P<\ Me., M~ CMq, CMO~

Object.

IDS. nU\ 37 nU\ 38 nU\ 39 nU\ 40 nU\ 41 nU\ 42

Figure F.2: 18 possible elementary IDS creation operations

F.l. Restrictions based on [Delbressine 1991], [Vries 1992a], and appendix A

The following restrictions are derived from [Delbressine 1991], [Vries 1992a], and appendix A:
• Numbered combinations 1-6, 7,13,19,25,31, and 37:

"POs can be applied positive or negative to other objects" [Vries 1992a]. During the combina
tion of (POa' objectb) or (objecta, POb) only set operators union and difference are used.

• Numbered combination 1:
"When combining one PO to another PO, the combination is performed by connecting their
conn-planes" [Vries 1992a]. This means that only the set operator union is used to combine
one PO with another.
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• Numbered combinations 2 and 7:
These combinations are only performed when one (rectangular) bounding box has to be
created [Vries 1992a]. Set operator union is used to combine these objects (see section 3.1.2).

• Numbered combinations 39 and 41:
"CMOs are applied negative to IDS" (see appendix A): this mean that only set operator diffe
rence is performed on numbered combination 47 (IDSa \CMOb). The same holds for the
application of MOs.

These restrictions are summarized in figures F.3 and FA.

~
pq, P<\ Me., MC\; CMq, CMO~

Objecta

pOa U 1 U 2 u\ 3 u\ 4 u\ 5 u\ 6

po: u 7 nU\ 8 nU\ 9 nU\ 10 nU\ 11 nU\ 12

MO U\ 13 nU\ nU\ nU\ nU\ nU\a 14 15 16 17 18

MO- U\ 19 nU\ 20 nU\ 21 nU\ 22 nU\ 23 nU\ 24a

CMO U\ nU\ nu\ nU\ nU\ nU\a 25 26 27 28 29 30

CMO: U\ 31 nU\ 32 nU\ 33 nU\ 34 nU\ 35 nU\ 36

Figure F.3: Reduced number of CMO creation operations

~
pq, P<\ Mq, MC\; CMq, CMO~

Pbjecta

IDS a U\ 37 nU\ 38 \ 39 nU\ 40 \ 41 nU\ 42

Figure F.4: Reduced number of IDS creation operations

F.2. Other restrictions

The restrictions as presented in this section are derived from knowledge about "CMO's manufac
turability" and "repairing of a not manufacturable CMO". Both aspects are described in chapter 4,
but it is not necessary to read chapter 4 first, before continuing with this section. To understand
the restrictions it is sufficient to know that sometimes "not manufacturable" CMOs are created in
the composition step. A designer is offered the possibility to repair this non manufacturability.
With this in mind the following restrictions concerning the creation of CMOs are derived:

• Numbered combination 1:
In this report mainly combination types are dealt with that contribute "directly" to the creation
of CMOs. POs are either used for the creation of MOs or for the repairing of CMOs. Com
bination type 1 deals with the creation of MOs but does not contribute directly to the creation
of CMOs. This combination type will therefore not be investigated.
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• Numbered combinations 25 and 26:
POs and their complements are used in this report to repair the CMO's non manufacturability.
When combining CMOa with POb or PO-b, only set operators union and difference are used.
A not manufacturable CMO is repaired, just before it is applied to the IDS.

• Numbered combinations 31 and 32:
In contrary to CMOs (combinations 25 and 26) complements of CMOs are not repaired,
because these complements are not applied to the IDS. Objects not being applied to the IDS,
do not require repairing. For this reason these combinations will not be dealt with any further
in this report.

• Numbered combinations 3-6,8-14, 19, and 20:
Other combination types concerning POs or their complements then those defined for pairs 1,
2, 7, 25 and 26 are not investigated in this report. This is not regarded as being too restrictive,
because CMOs created with POs or their complements can also be created with MOs.

These restrictions are summarized in figure F.5. Numbered combinations 17, 18, 23, 24, 29, 30,
35 and 36 (objecta , CMOb) or (objecta , CMO-b) are in principle the complex counterparts of
numbered combinations 15, 16,21,22,27,28,33, and 34 (objecta , MOb) or (objecta, MO-b). In
this report mainly set operations performed on simple objects are investigated, but the results also
hold for more complex combinations (objecta ,CMOb) or (objecta, CMO-b).

~
pq, pO;; Mq, Me>;; CMOb CMO~ IPbject.

po. U 2

po: u 7

MO nu\ nu\ 16 nu\ 17 nu\• 15 18

MO- nu\ 21 nu' 22 nu' 23 nu\ 24•
CMO• u\ 25 U' 26 nu\ nu\ 28 nu' 29 nu\27 30

CMO- nu\ 33 nu\ 34 nu' 35 nu\ 36•

Figure F.5: Resulting CMO creation operations

Concerning the state transition of an IDS the following restriction is used (see figure F.6):
• Numbered combinations 37, 38, 40, and 42:

POs, complements of POs, complements of MOs and complements of CMOs are only used in
the composition step to define the CMO. These combinations will therefore not be dealt with
any further.

~
pq, I pO;; MC\ Me>;; CMq, CMO~ IPbject.

IDS.
\ 39 \ 41

Figure F.6: Resulting IDS creation operations
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Appendix G: Rules

G.t. Syntax rules

The creation of CMOs can be described as:
• CMOcs ; +- ( .•. (objecto [set operatorlz object]) [set operatorb ... ) [set operator]; object;.

When using more than two objects for the creation of the IDS, this can be described as:
• IDS k +- ( ... (IDSo [set operatorlz object]) [set operatorb ... ) [set operator]k objectk·

See figures F.5 and F.6 (appendix F) for the defined CMO and IDS creation operations

CMOs can be repaired according to following rules:

• CM0 repaired +- CM0 not form manufacturable [U,\] POSreducing, enlarging' or
• CMOrepaired +- CMOnot/ormmanufacturable U MOsma-

The following properties of the set theory hold with respect to the CMOs except for the CMO's
Toolsvolumes.
• the commutative laws:

object] U object2 = object2 U object];
object] n object2 == object2 n object];

• the associative laws:
(object] U object2) U object3 = object] U (object2 U object3);

(object] n object2) n object3 = object] n (object2 n object3);

• the distributive laws:
object] U (object2 n object3) = (object] U object2) n (object] U object3);

object] n (object2 U object3) = (object] n object2) U (object] n object3);

• the laws oftautology:
object] U object] = object];
object] n object] = object].

• rules ofDe Morgan:
(object] n object2 )- = object]- U object2-;
(object] U object2 )- = object]- n object2-.

• rules concerning the difference operator:
(object] \ object;) \ object3 = object] \ (object2 U object3);

object] \ (object] \ object2) =object] n object2;

object] \ object2 = object] n object-2.

Syntax rules as shown in the above mainly concern the definition of solids. Other rules concern
the definition of information as tolerance information: they should guarantee that this information
can be defined as shown by the pseudo-language (see section 3.3.2). They are not further
described here because they are strongly implementation-dependent.
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G.2. Semantic rules

Semantic rules depend on the defined manufacturing feasibility. A complete representation of
these rules is therefore hardly possible. Only examples of semantic rules are shown here.

•

•

•

•

•

When creating CMOs, non-form-manufacturability can be prevented by using following rules:
• Angles between their inner side faces should be ~180°, but may not come to close to 360°.
• The radius of cylindrical faces should be the same or larger than the smallest tool radius.
• The distance between inner side faces should be larger than the smallest tool diameter.
• Thin walls should be rejected because of special precautions that must be taken in order to

prevent breaking.
This non form-manufacturability can occur for each performed set operation. The way objects
are composed does not effect the CMO's manufacturability.

When set operators are applied to objects with different sweeping direction, tolerance
manufacturability may be effected in a negative way.

During the CMO's creating one should regard situations that can cause non-access-manufactu
rability. Such situations may exist when top or bottom faces of the CMO's component objects
can be projected on the side face of other component objects.

When critical faces -mostly top and bottom faces of the CMO's component objects- become
real faces on the IDS during the application, non-access-manufacturability is caused.

Candidate approach directions may be excluded during the creation of the CMO when set
operators union or difference are performed on objects.
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G.3. Heuristic rules

Heuristic rules may be regarded as a special type of semantic rules. A complete description of
these rules is hardly possible for the same reason as given in section G.2. Only a few examples will
be shown here:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Use standard sizes (corresponding to drills), especially when using threaded-holes.
Position holes, when applying them on surfaces at right angles to the direction of the hole.
Eliminate interrupted surfaces during the application step.
Keep fillet radii large on milled pockets.
Cup shape sections with flat bottoms are often difficult to machine.
For parts to be milled, design for face or plain milling where possible.
Walls of pockets should be at 90 degrees whenever possible.
Use standard forms whenever possible.
With respect to rectangular-pocket, the ratio of Height/Corner-radius should be not too
large: this effects the height of the CMO.
In the product design no forms should be used, whose depth is too large relative to the "free"
boundary: this affects the height of the CMO.
Tolerances are not allowed to be defined too accurate, although machines become more
accurate.
Non-functional dimensions should have standard tolerances.
Especially when applying quasi 2~D or 3D CMOs to the IDS problems can be caused
concerning tolerance-manufacturability of "stepped-wise forms".
A product is not allowed to have surfaces that are related by means of dependent tolerances:
this must be taken in account when defining the CMO.
Surface quality should not be defined too accurate. The present manufacturing feasibility
often allows to define surface quality in the range [0.8 - 3.2 /-tm].
Use drilled holes instead of reamed whenever possible. This means whenever possible require
surface quality in the range [1.6 - 6.3 /-tm] in normal cases, instead of using surface quality in
the range [0.8 - 3.2 /-tm].
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Appendix H: Detecting non-form-manufacturability

In this appendix is investigated how non-form-manufacturability of 2~D CMOs can be detected.
The following cases can cause non-form-manufacturability (section 4.1.3):

• case 1: tool's exceeding CMO's boundary;
• case 2: burrs;
• case 3: thin walls.

Notice that non-form-manufacturability only can be detected when information is known about
manufacturing feasibility as e.g, processes, tools, and so on.

Detecting non-form-manufacturability in case 1:
In figure H.l a CMO is shown with flat faces a ... e. The detection is performed by using cylin
ders. The diameter of the cylinder is 2*diametertool minimum of the available tools. The positions
1..5 show where the faces intersect. These position~ can easily be obtained when this CMO is re
presented with CSG and Brep. The positions also mark the positions of the cylinders' axial lines.
Each cylinder (denoted as "Cylinder;") is verified in the following way:

• Volume (Cylinderi n CMO) > Volume (Cylinderi \ CMO) ?

Non-form-manufacturability is caused if the part inside the CMO (Cylinderi n CMO) is
smaller than the part outside (Cylinderi \ CMO). For instance at positions 1 (a=e) and 3
(b=c) non-form-manufaeturability is caused because l i < 1

0
and 3i < 30 ,

Q~ 1
~.

I d
4
cf@

3·I

fJCD

v-8°5·I

Figure B.l: Detecting non-form-manufacturability in case of flat faces

Non-form-manufaeturability can also be detected by verifying the angles between the intersecting
faces, instead of verifying solid objects as e.g., cylinders. Non-form-manufacturability exists if the
angles between their inner sides are smaller than 1800

•
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Extra rules are needed when the CMO has cylindrical faces. Consider vector Y.l,]> Y.l,2' Y4,]> Y4,2'
radius of faces R]> R4, and radius of the cylinder Rcyb and lines L] and L4 including their direction
vectors h and ~ as shown in figure HA. The extra rules are:

•

•

Ri < Rcyl?
Non-form-manufacturability exists if the radii of the available tools are larger than the
radius of these faces.

(v.] =I·) A (v'2 =I·)?
~, 4. .:-" -I

Non-form-manufacturability exists if both vectors have not the same direction as the
direction of vector Lof line Li.

This means that non-form-manufacturability is caused at position 4 in figure H.2. The same infor
mation can be obtained when analyzing the angles between two tangent planes at position 4 of
this CMO: one of them touches face e and the other face a. Non-form-manufacturability exists if
the angle between these planes is smaller than 1800 (at the inner side of the CMO).

V VL ...!.4,1 -4,2
_4 ~-

4 ~____~ I

Figure D.2: Detecting non-form-manufacturability in case of cylindrical faces

L::J

10

."C1
./

--- ----
Figure H.3: Detecting the existence of narrow passages in case of flat faces

So far, only two cylinder parts have been regarded: the part inside and outside the CMO. In case
of narrow passages more parts have to be analyzed. When dealing with flat faces, narrow
passages can be detected with the rule:

• Number of Cylinderi parts: {Cylinderj \ CMO} > 1 ?
Narrow passages exist if the number is greater than 1.
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(In figure H.3 the number of Cylinder parts outside the CMO (10) is two.)

A "detection difficulty" occurs when the narrow passage is created by cylindrical faces. In figure
H.4 two cylindrical faces, facea and faceb' create the narrow passage. Extra position elements are
needed to detect the passage and are defined on these cylindrical faces. They can be found with
the following rule:

• new position element on facei:
minimum distance (cylindrical CMO facei,innerside, other CMO faceinnerside).

Figure H.4 shows the minimum distance between facea and faceb' induding the new position
elements 17 and 18. Two solids are found when a cylinder is located at position 17 and subtracted
by the CMO. This type of non-form-manufacturability can also be detected by calculating the
distance between positions elements 17 and 18:

• distance(17,18) =v'{(x17 - x18)2 + (y17- Y18)2 +(z17 - z18)2}
Non-form-manufacturability will occur if the distance is too small.

8

1

17
CMO face a

18

CMOface b

16

9

- ----""d .
mm

Figure H.4: Detecting the existence of narrow passages in case of cylindrical faces

Detecting non-form-manufacturability in case 2:
At position 2 in figure H.1 and at position 3 in figure H.2 burrs may occur. The following rule
detects the existence of burrs:

• {Volume(Cylinderi n CMO) > Volume (Cylinderi \ CMO)} A{(Yi 1 =L)A(Yi 2 =LH?
Burrs can occur, if the part inside the CMO is larger than the part' outside, ~nd when both
vectors point to different directions.

The same non-form-manufacturability can be detected by analyzing the angles between two flat
faces, or in case of cylindrical faces the angles between tangent planes. Burrs may be created if the
angle between the flat faces or tangent planes at their inner sides is greater than 1800

•
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Detecting non-form-manufacturability in case 3:
Detecting thin walls is about the same as detecting narrow passages (see figure H.5).
The following rules are used:

•

•

number of Cylinderi parts: {Cylinderi n CMO} > 1 ?
Thin walls exist if the number is greater than 1.

in case of cylindrical faces new position elements on facei have to be introduced according

to: minimum distance (cylindrical CMO facei outer side' other CMO faceouter side)·,

20

11

Figure B.3: Detecting the existence of thin walls
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Appendix I: Set operators and composition-manufacturability

Analyzing the composition-manufacturability of all combination types (objecta [U,\,n] objectb)

as shown in figure 1.1 is hardly possible. Only characteristic examples of the subset (MOa [U,n,\]
MOb) will be investigated below. Furthermore, the following MOs have been analyzed: Cylindri
cal-hole, Threaded-hole, Slot, Rectangular-pocket, Bended-slot and Planar-material-removal.

~ Mq, Mq; CMOb CMO~
Objecta

MO nu\ nu\ nu\ nu\a

MD,; nu\ nu\ nu\ nu\

CMO nu\ nu\ nu\ nu\a

CMO: nu\ nu\ nu\ nu\

Figure 1.1: CMO composition operations

1.1. The set operator union (objecta U objectb)

In this section set operator union is analyzed, when it is performed on objecta and objectb• A
distinction is made between spatially non-intersecting, intersecting and touching objects.
• Spatial non-intersecting objects:

CMO is form-manufacturable as long as both objecta and objectb are form-manufacturable.
This needs no further explanation.

• Spatial intersecting objects:
At the position where faces of both objects intersect angles of CMO's inside faces become
greater than 180°, but smaller than 360°. This can cause non form-manufacturability, because
burrs or thin walls may appear (see figure 1.2).

• Spatial touching objects:
In this case burrs can be created.

Example:

Rectangular-pocket uBended-slot

Figure 1.2: Burrs or thin walls

thin wall

The following cases are regarded in more detail:
• CMOk - objectb when objecta C objectb: CMO will inherit the properties of objectb when

objecta is contained by objectb (and vice versa: CMOk - objecta when objecta~ objectb).

• Candidate approach directions may be excluded, when objects' heights, height positions, or
sweeping directions differ. Figure 4.19 (chapter 4) shows examples of such cases.
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• When MO Planar-material-removal is used as objectb, his contribution should be interpreted
as shown in figure 1.3: this MO should be positioned on the top face of objecta• In this way a
quasi 2;.2D CMO is created.

CMO+-MO Cylindrical-hole V MO Planar-material-removal

Planar-material-removal

Cylindrical-hole

Figure 1.3: Using MO Planar-material-removal for composition

The manufacturing feasibility determines, whether the CMO resulting from objecta U objectb is
tolerance- or roughness- manufacturable. Although objecta and objectb are manufacturable, their
union does not necessarily result in a tolerance- or roughness-manufacturable CMO. For example,
when uniting two spatial intersecting MOs Cylindrical-holes with different sweeping directions
(see e.g., chapter 2, figure 2.6c), the CMO can become not tolerance- or roughness-manufac
turable. During the realization of his application inaccuracies can occur concerning cylindricity.

1.2. The set operator intersection (objecta n objectb)

In this section only spatial intersecting objects are considered. The set operator intersection con
cerns volumes that both objects have in common. At the position where faces of objecta and
objectb intersect, angles of CMO's inside faces will be s180° (chapter 3). This CMO cannot be
manufactured by milling tools without exceeding his boundary, if the angles are smaller than 180°.
The CMO becomes composition-form-manufacturable, if the angles of CMO's inner side faces are
equal to 180°, and if objecta and objectb are composition-farm-manufacturable. The same holds
when one object contains the other:
• objecta C objectb; in that case CMO +- objecta.

Special attention has to be paid to the following:

• The result of the intersection operation (objecta n MOplanar-material-removaV is defined as:
MOj,aboveplan.mat.rem' The part of objecta that is positioned above MO Planar-material
removal will be regarded as the CMO of this operation. The CMO will be regarded as not
manufacturable, if MO Planar-material-removal is placed on top of the other MO. The reason
is that such a CMO is not an existing CMO.

• Not form-manufacturable 3D CMOs may be created if sweeping directions of objecta and
objectb differ.

• MO Threaded-hole can be partly located inside and partly located outside the other object.
These intersection types are not of any engineering significance. It is therefore proposed not
to allow such intersection operations (see figure 1.4).
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(a) not allowed

Figure 1.4: Using MO Threaded-hole for composition

(b) allowed

• When the intersection operator is performed on two objects of which one is an MO
Cylindrical-hole, one has to pay attention. From the viewpoint of drilling it is not of any
engineering significance to locate the hole's tool tip partly inside and partly outside the other
object. It is proposed not to allow such a composition when drilling operations are required
(see figure 1.5).

I

not allowed

3D view side view front,view

Figure 1.5: Using MO Cylindrical-hole for composition

With respect to tolerance- and roughness-manufacturability the same holds as described in section
1.1.

1.3. The set operator difference (objecta \ objeetb)

When the set operator difference is used, the same problems can be noticed as those being
described for the set operator intersection. Notice that angles of spatial intersecting faces can
become equal to 180° (see figure 1.6): these CMOs are form-manufacturable. In other cases the
angles are smaller than 180°; these CMOs are not form-manufacturable

Figure 1.6: Form-manufacturable CMO as the result of a difference operation
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this material will
not be removed

this material will
be removed

top view side view

~
ottom face of Bended-slot

is positioned on bottom face
of the Rectangular-pocket

Figure 1.7: Creation of islands

An island will be created if side faces of objectb are spatially located within objecta, and the
bottom face (or top face) of objectb is part of the bottom face (or top face) of objecta (objectb C
objectJ. See for example figure 1.7: MO Bended-slot is contained by MO Rectangular-pocket,

and is subtracted from the MO Rectangular-pocket: CMO +- MORectangular-pocket \ MOBended-slot.

Consider the following cases:
• MOPlanar-material-removal \ objectb is form-manufacturable when objectb has his bottom face

positioned on or below MO Planar-material-removal: this CMO is called "boss on a plane"
(see figure 1.8). A 2~D CMO will be created when their sweeping directions are the same.

Cylindrical-hole

--.
CMO"MO Planar-material-removal \ MO Cylindrical-hole

Figure 1.8: Objecta is MO Planar-material-removal

• Objecta \ MOPlanar-material-removal is form-manufacturable, when both objects have the same
sweeping directions; the CMO is defined as: part of objecta being positioned beneath the MO
Planar-material-removal (see figure 1.9).

•
CMO..MO Cylindrical-hole \ MO Planar-material-removal

Figure 1.9: Objectb is MO Planar-material-removal

It is proposed to disallow difference operations concerning the following MOs, or at least to warn
the designer, because the applications of the resulting CMOs can possibly not be realized:
• objecta \ MOCylindrical-hole can possibly not be realized if only parts of his tool tip are contained

by objectao
• objecta \ MOThreaded-hole can possibly not be realized if only parts of the thread-end are

contained by objecta.
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• MOThreaded- or Cylilindrical-hole \ objectb can possibly not be realized, if MOs Threaded-hole and
Cylindrical-hole have their side faces partly located outside objectb•

When compositions of objects with different height positions or heights are considered, quasi
2~D CMOs can be created. Mostly the form-manufacturability will not be affected. However, an
exception is shown by the following example (see figure 1.10): MOCylindrical-hole,l\ MOCylindrical

hole,2. For MOCylindrical-hole,l two candidate approach directions are defined. One of them is
excluded when performing the set operation difference as shown in figure 1.10: a part of the
resulting CMO cannot be reached from direction 1. The example shows how parts of CMOs can
possibly not be reached from the originally defined approach directions, because some of these
directions are excluded.

This part of the CMO's volume cannot be
reached from direction 1

Objecta

2
Figure 1.10: Excluding candidate approach directions

With respect to tolerance- and roughness-manufacturability the same holds as described in section
1.1.
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Appendix J: Using additional facilities for the definition of CMOs

Figure J.1 shows the CMO that has already been introduced in section 6.5 (CMOj ). This CMO is
part of a complete CMO, which is subtracted from a stock. This subtraction results in the Final
Design State (or product model) as shown in figure J.2.

Figure J.l: Five MOs Slot composed to CMOZ

CMO := CMO IVMO Planar-material-removal

(a) complete CMO (b) Final Design Stale (product model)

Figure J.2: Creating complete CMO and applying it to the stock

In this appendix is explained how facilities formalized sketch, tolerance solids, functional planes,
functional- and tolerance hierarchy are used to define this CMO. Some of these facilities are
expected to be automated, for example deriving the initial composition state of the CMO's form,
but others are not expected to be automated. The reason why some facilities cannot be automated
is that some design actions require decisions that can only be taken by the designer.

Creating the formalized sketch:
Assume that a designer creates a sketch of "product_x" on paper or in his mind. "Product_x" is
the product that has to be realized. The designer can also create a solid model of this sketch.
Figure J.3 shows the creation process of this solid model. Only geometrical and topological infor
mation is defined in this formalized sketch.
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Figure J.3: Formalizing the sketch "product_x"

In the following step the initial composition state of the CMO's form is created. This solid can
easily be derived from the "formalized sketch". A designer has to define a solid "stock" with same
dimensions as the bounding box of "product_x".

• stock +- solidObject( bounding box (product_x» .

The subtraction of "product_x" from the "stock" (see figure JAa) results in a new solid. This solid
is called the initial composition state of the CMO's form (see figure JAb). This object is 2~D: it
contains two solid 2~D parts Sl and S2 (see figure JAc). The subtraction is performed in the
following way:

• CMOcso +- stock \ product_x.

~--

1

I 1

1- I

c2

cl rsi7V c3 c1S

front: c4
back: c5

c7

(a) Stock (b) Initial composition state of CMO (c) Parts Sl and S2, and their faces

Figure J.4: Defining stock and CMO's initial composition state (CMOCS 0)

Defining functional planes, tolerance solids, functional- and tolerance hierarchy:
Other information has to be added to this CMO, such as tolerances and surface quality. With res
pect to the definition of tolerance information there are two ways in which the designer can define
this information. He may assign this information to the sketch, or when he prefers, he can assign it
directly to the initial composition state of the CMO. When the information is defined according to
the first way, it has to be translated later into CMO's information. This translation is easily to per
form as will be shown below. Both ways result in different combined functional hierarchies. Com
bined functional hierarchies of product_x and the CMOcso are shown in figures J.5b and J.6b.
These hierarchies are derived from the functional hierarchies of the functional planes of the for
malized sketch or CMOcso' See section 6.5.2 how the functional planes have to be defined. The
combined functional hierarchies are mapped onto tolerance hierarchies (see figures J.5c and J.6c).
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(a) Faces of sketch (product_x) (b) (arbitrary) functional hierarchy (c) (arbitrary) tolerance hierarchy

Figure J.5: Functional and tolerance hierarchy of sketch
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front: c4
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(a) Parts Sl and S2, and their faces
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i~
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(b) (arbitrary) functional hierarchy

~
c6 c2 c7

~12 i
c3 ~ c81 /// ~10
cl5 el4 c13 ell 1

(c) (arbitrary) tolerance hierarchy

Figure J.6: Functional and tolerance hierarchy of CMOcs 0

Below is discussed how the functional hierarchies based on the CMO's boundary can be derived
from the functional hierarchies based on the formalized sketch's boundary. Notice that faces as
(p3,c3) in figure J.Sa and J.6a have the same form and locations. Face p3 in the functional
hierarchy of figure J.Sb may therefore be replaced by face c3. The tolerance solid of face p3 is
also used as the tolerance solid of face c3. Other pairs of faces as (p13,c7) are not the same, but
these faces were originally part of the same face on the stock's boundary. Face p13 is therefore
replaced by face c7. Some of these faces can be replaced by more than one CMO's faces. For
example, face p4 can be replaced by faces c2 and c6. A designer may decide for himself whether
he replaces face p4 by both faces c2 and c6 (see figure J.6b), or he replaces face p4 by either one
of these two faces. The tolerance solid of a face (such as c2, c6 and c7) is derived from the
tolerance solid of a formalized sketch's faces. This is shown in figure J.7 for faces p4 and c2. The
tolerance solid of face p4 is extended in such a way that the entire face of the stock is enclosed by
it, followed by a reduction of the tolerance solid in such a way that it conforms to face c2.

c2 p4

Figure J.7: Mapping tolerance solids of sketch onto tolerance solids of CMOcs 0
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Related faces as (p3,c3), (p13,c7) and (p4,c2,c6) can be found in the following way:

•

•

Vfc C CMO, fp C formalized sketch, Fidentical: {(fc,fp) I fc =fp };

Fidentical is a set of pairs of related faces as for example faces p3 and c3. These pairs have the
same form, location and tolerances. The side that is regarded as the inner side of the sketch
becomes the outer face of the CMO.

Vfc C CMO, fp C formalized sketch, Fstockface}

Fstockface,;: {{ fc1 •• fck,fpZ •• fpm} I(fc ¢ fp) 1\ (stock face;:::> fc) 1\ (stock facei:::> fp)};

Fstockface,i is a set with several subsets of faces as for example face p4, c2 and c6. The faces of
a subset are located on the same stock facei'

So far, the initial composition state of a CMO (CMOcso) has been defined. However, this
CMOcs 0 is not composition-form-manufacturable. The designer has to repair it with either
Primitive Objects (POs) or Manufacturing Alternatives (MOsmJ. CMOcso has to be repaired in
such a way that the repaired CMO encloses the entire volume of CMOcs o' When POs are used,
three steps are needed. Step 1 concerns enlarging the CMOcso as is shown in figure J.8. The
following objects are used to enlarge it: POz, P05, and P06 are POs Wedge, and P02, P03, P04,

P07, POs and P09 are POs Box. This redesign can be described as:

•

Figure J.8: Redesigning CMO by enlarging it (step 1)

When the CMO is enlarged in this way, it is still not composition-form-manufacturable. Step 2 is
necessary to remove the critical parts and concerns the reduction technique. The POs Hollow
wedge (PO lO•••P019) are used to reduce the CMO's volume (see figure J.9). The dashed lines
show the CMO's initial state form. CMOcs z is modified in the following way:

•

Although 2t2D CMOcs 2 is composition-form-manufacturable, his form is still not satisfactorily.
When subtracting CMOcs 2 from the IDS, the volumes at the location of POs POZ6 ••• POZ9 will
not be removed. The third step consists of adding new POs to this CMO in such a way that the
remaining volumes would also be removed. Instead of POs also MOsma can be used to redesign
the CMO. In both cases a 3D CMO will be created. The CMOcso as shown in figure JAb can
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also directly be repaired by using MOsma. In chapter 4 is described how to find these objects. This
will therefore not be discussed in this appendix. The result is shown in figure J.lO: the repaired
CMO (CMOcs3) contains 6 MOsma• It conforms to the CMO of figure J.2a. The patterned area
in figure J.lO refers to the form of CMOcso.

18

--------------1
I I

~_--'II \
I
I
I

PO POB P014
12 .....----------------"""""Ili~

Figure J.9: Redesigning CMO by reducing it (step 2)

Figure J.10: Manufacturing Alternatives from which CMOCS 3 is derived

Assume that CMOcs3 consists of these MOsma• This means that information about the form of
CMOcs3, and the forms of the objects contained by eMOCS3 are known. The following step
consists of defining the tolerance information of these objects. When this information has been
defined, the CMOcs3 can be checked for composition-tolerance-manufacturability. Figure J.11
shows the tolerance solids that have already been defined for the CMOcs 0' but have not been
shown yet. Notice that the tolerance solids of faces cl, c2, c6 and c7 become of less importance.
These faces are not part of the boundary of CMOcs3 but are contained by the CMO. There is no
reason to tolerance such faces. The other tolerance solids are extended in such a way, that they
enclose the corresponding CMOcs3 faces (see figure J.12a). Figure J.12b shows an example of
how to extend a tolerance solid.
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c1

c6

S2 c7
c13

c14

front: c16 c8
back: c17

Figure J.ll: Tolerance solids of CMOcs 0

front: c16
back: c17

(a) Mapping defined tolerance solids on CMO
CS3

Figure J.12: Tolerance solids of CMOcs 3

c8

tolerance
solid of face c14

tolerance
solid of face CMOCS 3

(b) Example of extending a tolerance solid

Figure J.13 shows tolerance solids of the MOs contained by the CMOcs3, These solids are de
rived from the tolerance solids of the CMOcs3' These contained MOs can be verified separately.
For example, objects as MO Slotc may be checked with the method Implicit Location. Parts of
these MOs for which the designer has not defined tolerance information, contain default tolerance
information.

The example as shown in this appendix shows alternative ways to define the CMO. The
discussed facilities have not been investigated thoroughly. This means that inconsistencies are
possible. Nevertheless, these facilities seem promising.
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Figure J.13: Tolerance solids of objects contained by eMocs 3
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List of symbols

not
A and
v or
=> if ,then
<= is implied by
¢> if and only if
Vx for all x
3x there exists a value x

:=0'- becomes

= is equal to
;o! is not equal to
> is greater than
~ is greater than or equal to
» is much greater than
< is less than; is smaller than
:S is less than or equal to
« is much less than
00 infinite

aEA
b~A

o
{aj> a2' ... }
{x IP(x)}
ACB
ACB
ActB
A:JB
A:JB
A\B
AL\B
A-
AUB
AnB

a is an element of the set A

b is not element of the set A
the empty set
the set consisting of the elements aj> a2' ...
the set of all x with the property P of x
A is a subset of B

A is a (proper) subset of B
A is not contained in B
B is a subset of A

B is Cl (proper) subset of A
the difference of the sets A and B
the symmetric difference of the sets A and B
complement of the set A
the union of A with B

the intersection of A and B
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sei
se·-I

vei

~

TIs
h
objectproj
facescMo

AMO
ACMO
Brep
CMO
CSG
DT
IDM
IDS
IDSo
FDS
MA

MAL!
MMM
Mama
MOsma
MPP
MT
MO
PO

element of swept face
position of sei
volume element
position vector ofvei
normal vector of swept face
height
an object being projected according to its sweeping direction
faces of the CMO's boundary

Applied Manufacturable Object
Applied Composed Manufacturable Object
Boundary Representation
Composed Manufacturable Object
Constructive Solid Geometry representation
Design Tree
Intergration of Design and Manufacturing
Intermediate Design State
Initial Design State
Final Design State
set of Manufacturing Alternatives
set of Manufacturing Alternatives of an inside face
Manufacturing Machine Model
Manufacturing Alternative
Manufacturing Alternatives
Micro Process Plan
Manufacturing Tree
Manufacturable Object
Primitive Object
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